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SUMMARY

A nevol-utionary theory Proposes that the vegetation

stnuctureoftherainforestregionofrasmaniarAustraliaris

duetofire.Thisupdatesthebe]-iefthatrainfa}l,soil

fertilityandtopographicalfeaturescornbinedtocausethe

eliminationofclimaxvegetationfromha]-fthisregion.

Intherainfonestnegionthefol.towingfine/vegetation

interactionshavebeendocumented.Twohighlydestructive

firesafewyearsapart(whichisunlikely)willcausethe

elimination of forest vegetation, with grassl-ands being created'

WithoutfurtheroccurrenceoftwoSeverefiresclosetogethen
thereoccursaslowSuccessionofvegetationfromg]?assland

th¡ough shrub, scrub, eucalypt forest with eventually rain-

forestbeingcreated.Thefrequencyoffiresisdependenton

thevegetationcover,anddecr:easesinthisSuccessionorden.

A model is develoPed

effects of these interactions

infonmation sought incl-udes a

vegetation l-evels to changes

to test the magnitude of the

on vegetation levels ' Other

of the sensitivitY of

Oneoftwomathematicatstructuresintroducedto

describethevegetationsS¿stemisthesem-Markovprocess.

Steady-stateresu].tsfromthisprocessareusedtotestwhether

fire would llemove rainfonest from one half the negion as

asserted. Further nesults are developed through the use of

firstpassagetimestatisticsofthissemi-MankovProceSS.The
methodofderivationofthesestatisticsdiffersmarkedlyfrom
earlier methods the appnoach adopted paralle1s that used for

measure

of fire frequencres.
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thecorrespondingresultsfromMarkovchaintheory.
Time-dependentresultsforthevegetationsystem

are obtained by formulating a direct probabilistic model using

asupplementaryvariable.Laplacetransformsenablea

transform solution to be obtairted, and the corrêsponding

time domain solution is returned by using numericâl transfofltr;

inversion. As fire rates alter steady state vegetation levels

will change. The results obtained here are used to

investigate the time involved in this change'

ThemodelderivedassumesauniformPoissonstream

of fires in each vegetation state. The effect of compounding

this stream is investigated to test the generâlity of resurts'

streams considered àne those with a" fire rate depending on

vegetationàEQ,formervegetationcoverandonthetimeto

theprecedingfire.Thisfinalgeneralizationrequiresthe

simultaneous use of two supplementary variables, and the

probability density functions derived contain Dirac delta

discont inuit ies .

Laplacetransformsareusedextensivelythroughout

this thesis, both to simplify expressions and to obtain

results. This Iatter application has required the development

of non-standard transform properties'
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

Synonymous with the South West of Tasmania. is its

magnificent forest vegetation. some of the finest eucaLypts

inexistenceoccurwithathickundergrowthofg]]aSSeSto

form superb wet sclerophyll forests ' As awe-inspiring as

thesesclerophyllforestsmaybertheyaneovershadowedby

pocketsofformidabletemperaterainforest.Thislatter

vegetationconsistsofgiantstandsofconifers,inplaces

morethanathousandyeansold,amiclalushinpenetrable

sea of ferns.

Besides the forests there are numenous areas of

scrub, shrubs and grasses' In total the vegetation of this

region of Tasmania resembles a giant mosaic, with large tracts

of homogeneous vegetation occurning only rarely '

Thecauseofthegreatvarietyofflorawasuntil

necently ascribed to interactions of nainfall ' soil fertility

and fand slopes. The Handbook fon Tasmania compiled by the

Australian and New Zealand Association fon the Advancement of

Science in l-949 summarizes these bel-ief s:

,,Thø e.cotona^ oó ttaín(onøtt ane o{ íntønett. Thø

ba.Lnne¿ be.twøøn tc'(-enophqLL (onut and nøLn(onø6t Ls

de,tenrruLnzd bq thø {ac.ton's ¿xpo^uLQ. and moi'sltne.

TI4,U irs ¿¿¿n af Slnahan uJhel¿ n-o.i.tød te¡nacøt occl)L'

t| ø toL(- baLng hunu,s pod,so'L cL'ilLtling a' vøgQ'tat'Lon oó

coa.;tÃ.[- I't¿a.th. Thø gttound tuísu to the e'a"6t t d the
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tøq¡aee..t and thz waÂtütl LLopa,6 o[ the'sø h'Ul's

an¿ woodød. Euca'Lqplt ane (ound on thø nac]¿q

ou.tcnoytt whicl+ donn thø ttLdge't and nn'Ln$one'st'

lnøe's døve't-oyt Ln th¿ gu'Llies" [41], p'541

RecentlySomeecologistshavequestionedthe

validityofsuchbeliefsandhaveinsteadpnoposeda

revolutionary neh/ theory. It is maintained that the

fentility of land and the r"ainfal-I are such that near:Iy alÌ

the land of this pant of Tasmania is capable of supporting

nainforest. The intrusion of sclerophyll forest and areas

of grass, shrub and scnub is attributed to occasional wiLc

fires. In this thesis the documented interactions of fire

and vegetation will be used to determine whether theoretically

fine could account for the levels of vegetation existing

today.

IfthedistributionofvegetationdependsSo

directly on fire far greater consideration has to be given

to its cause and control. At these latitudes burns sparked

by íignt.,i.,g ane all but unknown - meaning that fires can be

traced to man. The vegetation l-evels observed today woul-d

be due therefore to habits of the abonigines who noamed the

anea before the appearance of European man. A centuny ago

the abonigine r^/as removed and a totalty diffenent cul-ture

introduced.Thepotenti-alfonfiringalmostcertainly

decreased at this time but since then this potential has

been, and still- is, rising. The forests ane being steadily

opened up by noad and air, and evel?y yean more and mor:e
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peopl_e enter this wild and remote region. Even if fires

do not occur as fnequently today as they did centuries ago '
without doubt this will- be reversed at some time in the

near future. With these observations the theory p:roposed

can be seen to have far-neaching consequences.

The model developed in the following chaptens can

do more than test the vatidity of the theory. If the

hypothesis is plausible a quantitative anal-ysis can be

penfonmed, and this wil-l- indicate the magnitude and rate of

change of vegetation proportions that could be expected as

fire frequencies al-ter. fn a negime of unstable fire

potential this knowledge is as impontant again as knowing

that a change will- occur.

vegetation level-s are due supposedly to the bal-ance

between fire (which replaces conifers by eucatyPts ) and

natural vegetation succession (which reverses this trend).

A semi-Mankov process is used in chapten 3 to obtain a

s tochastic model- describing this intenaction in the steady

state. The flexibility of the model a1lows succession

distribution functj-ons to be chosen arbitnarity, although

results are obtained almost exclusively through use of

degenerate functions. Fines are assumed to occur, not

unreasonably, in a Poisson str:eam with the nate of firing

depending at most on the vegetation covelr.

Semi-Markov processes have been used also to

obtain fi::st passage time statistics. In Chapter 4 analytic

nesults alte obtained from new fonmulae developed to further
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paralle]-thetheoryofsemi.Markovprocesseswiththatof

Markov chains. In application the results give insight tc the

rate at which changes to the vegetation system occur'

Toreinforcetheseresu]-tssupplementa:ryvariables

are used in chapter 5 to derive a time-dependent model ' The

resultant equations are solved via Laplace trransforms, with

numerical transform techniques being used to render: a time

domain soluti-on.

RemainingchaptersexplonePossibleerrorsint¡oduced

into the model if fire streams do not, aS assumed, depend

only on the vegetation type' To this end the model is

extended to arlow for dependence of firing on vegetation âgêr

formervegetationcoverrofonthetimetothepneceding

burn. Analysis of the first two modifications requires the

useonlyofmethodsalreadyintroduced.Forthethirditis

necessary to incorponate into the model a second supplementary

variable. Even with degenerate succession distributions the

completesolutiontothislastextensionisunwieldyanda

sinplified fire/succession pnocess is formulated to demonstrate

the mechanism of the solution method '

Results

Local imPortance.

obtained in this thesis are of more than

Processes openating in South-l¡'lest

and trees. AnY general

assumed common to each

those observed in other negions where

suppont a diverse spectrum of plants

r.eliance of vegetation on fine can be -

of these regaons.

The effect of fire on the ecologY, for Tasmania

tempenate negions genenallY'

Tasmania are similan to

the soil and cl-imate can

specificallY but climaticallY
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is determined from documented interactions from the

Tasmanian region, interactions that are now expoundeC '
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CHAPTER T\,\i O

AN ECOLOGY OF REMOTE FORESTS

1f the vegetation characteristics of

nemained unaltered fon thousands of years both

its vegetation will- be termed rrremoter''

a region have

the area and

Such vegetation exists today on many pants of this

planet where extremes of climate occull. Examples include the

sparse scrub or dense coniferous fonests of the sub-arctie

latitudes, fire resistant shnubs and scr:ub of desert or semi-

desert negions including much of Australia' and immense

tropic rainforests of high rainfaft areas throughout south

East Asia, Africa and South America. In fess sevelîe climates

remote vegetation occuns less frequently. Further it is noI^J

confined al-most solely to the southenn Hemisphere as north of

the equaton the corresponding regions have been farrned

intens iveIY .

From remote vegetation groups as a whole we focus

attention on those that exist in the climatically tempenate

regions of the middle latitudes. Flora is remarkably varied

and many distinct vegetation types may co-exist on a relatively

small tract of land. Remote Tasmanian nainforests are of

this type. Over the region capable of sustaining wet

temperate rainforest approximately one half the land cannies

eucalypts, grasses or shrubs. The distinction between these

vegetation types will be made cfear shortly '

The vegetation tthori zorr" is of interest ' There do

notoccunlargeareasofeucalyptssepanatedfromsimi]-ar
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¿ìreafì () | cron,i ferfj, nor everyhlÏìen(.i a riomplete i'rftermíxínT,

oftreesofbothtypes'Insteadsmallpocketsofeachare

scattered haphazardly throughout the negion (Plate I) '

This mosaic of vegetation types is cotnmon to many remote

forests in the tempenate weather zone' The mottled

distribution of vegetation cannot be explained by intenactions

ofsoil-typerlandslopeorl-ocal-historyasvegetationofan

auea is not static but changes continuously over a long

period.Thesechangesal?etheresultofoccasionalwitd

fires - fires of such intensity that nearly all standing

vegetation is removed. Jackson trgl postulated that the

proportionsofvegetationtypesexi-stingtodayareduealmost

solety to these occasional- bunns. This places a far grreater

dependenceofvegetationonfiningthanwasacceptedatthe

time Jackson made known his ideas '

Otherregionsoftemper:ateclimatealsodisplaya

highry complex vegetation structure. Martin 123 ' 24)

describes an area of South Africa containing a mixtur'e of

grassland, heath and temperate rainforest' and emphasizes the

effect of fine and the nelationship of the vegetation types to

eachother,whileintheSamenegionTaylori30]notesa

variety of flona in coastal- fonests. Parts of south America

resembletheTasmanianregionVerycloselyaStheclimate

issimilarandtheregionundeveloped.Descriptionofthe
nainforest in the temperate l-atitudes on the western slopes

of the Andes is given by Hueck [16] ' Ljunge:r lzz) and

Thomasson t311. In North Amenica the nelation between fonest

vegetation and fire has been wel-l- documented (c'f ' ttl, Ia] )

although the dependence of vegetation on fire is believed to
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PLATE I Vegetation

Vegetation

distribution in the

A. grass-shrub

B. sc::ub

rainf or-est region of Tasmania.

C. eucalypt forest

D. rainforest
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be less straightforward.

In Tasmania factors other than fire have been

deemed not to pnohibit local establishment of any vegetation '

For this neason the area is used to detenmine whether

theoretically fire coul-d account for the trevels of each

vegetation encountened.

aL I Tasmanian Rainforests

Descriptions of the nainforest negion, its

vegetation and of the effects on vegetation by fire and othen

natural phenomena have been extensively documented by

Gilbert []-21, Jackson IIB, ]-91, Thomas t31l and in the:reports

of the Forestry Commission of Tasmania tffl. The following

summarizes obsenvations fnom these Sources, giving emphasis

to those aspects of immediate importance.

The nainforest region of Tasmania consists of the

lr/estenn Coastal and high]-and aneas - in total- about one

quarter of the island. Away from the coast and rivers

occasional mining towns ane the onÌy evidence of intense

human occupation. The cl-imate is mil-d, rainfall in excess of

1000 millimetres per year and the slopes are not too great

nor soil- too i-nfertile to al-]ow the establishment of dense

forests. Rainfonest species thrive, as do eucalypts.

However the rainforest is dominant as given sufficient tine

and favounabl-e conditions it will penetnate and eventualJ-y

neplace eucalyPt forest.

over the negion whene nainforest should dominate

five further distinct vegetation types can be isoLated

grass, shrub, eucalypt scrub, wet sclerophyll (eucalypt)
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forest and a mixed forest of eucalypts and conifers. Each

category has unique physical and behavioural characteristics,

either of which may be used to classify the vegetation of

any tract of l-and.

Occasional wild fires and natural succession o.l-'

trends are factons which at least partially determine the

observed vegetation distribution. Fires occuming in these

vegetation groups can be highry destructive and of enormous

intensity. At most only charned land and dead isolated tree

stalks Ìie in the wake of such fines. Fnequent intense burns

can lremove all- forest vegetation J-eaving fire resistant

grasses and shrubs. Then only after long fire free peniods

when the processes of vegetation succession can begin wiÌ1

these grasslands again be neplaced by fonests '

An analysis of each vegetation type witl demonstrate

the mechanics of this fire/succession Process.

Grassland

Grasses exist for one of two reasons. Either the

soil is unable to support woody plants or a fine has necently

cl-eared the land of all- vegetation. Areas of the first type

can be formed fnom fertile ground if fnequent fires cause

sufficient leaching. At pnesent the amount of such l-and is

timited and appears stable. Vegetation creeP into such

regions, caused by gradual r'eptenishment of minerals to the

land thnough biological functions of the f1ora, is

counteracting any increase due to leaching by fi:re '

TheremainderofgrassesoccuronlandrecentJ-y

fired. under these circumstances grasses remain as the sole
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vegetation for a very shont time. If seeds were present at

the time of fining the former vegetation reaPpears. Tf no

seeds \^/ere present shrub species invade the alîea and a

grass/shrub mixture results '

Grasslands are highly prone to firing' As all

vegetation cover is removed at each burn a1l fires are

classified sevetle even though they may be of low inlensity'

Gnasses are fire nesistant in the sense that they reaPpear

following all burns.

Shrubland on Heath

Shrub and grasses form the two low profile vegetation

groups,withtypicalshrub]-andcharacter"izedbyahigh

proportion of foliage to wood. In thein behaviour" to fire

and fire-free periods shrubs form a vegetation cover in

manynespectssimilartograsses.Firesoccurataboutthe

same intensity and frequency, and with the same results

initiat destnuction but ne-growth after each bunn' If a

period of approximately I00 years \,Jithout fire occurs woody

vegetation is established and vegetation characteristicS

change significantlY.

Scrub

Sparse,shorteucalyptseventua}lyinvadeashrub-

land creating a wet scrub. This forms an open forest

vegetation with a high proportion of foliage to timben above

the gnound ( in comparison with othen forest vegetation of the

negion) and a sea of grasses and shrubs beneath this canopy'

The content of wood inc:reases to the extent that distinction



may be made between fire that

that which removes veget4tion

This is tYPical forest cover'

and tall- (Pl-ates 2r 3). Tree varieties

species including stringy bank: Flnramp-,

destroys onlY foliage and

totally.

12.

witn tree gnowth dense

arle eucalypts with

blue-, and whitegum.

The amount of fuel- pnesent (eucalypt foliage and

shrubs) Ieads to frequent firing, but generalJ-y fires travel

swiftly leaving a black skeleton of tj-mber. Such fires

result in no long tenm ecOlogical.tange to the flora as re-

gnowth from these charred trees is well- established by the

next fine season. Fauna iS affected but the removal of

herbiverous animal-s aids the ne-growth of foliage as new

leaves alle not removed fon food.

The effects of high intensity fine on all- forests

are identical and will be examined sepanately'

Succession from scnub occurls with the introduction

of larger eucalypts. The period a scrub occupies any l-and

if a severe fire-free peniod occuns is again brief, avenaging

I20 yealls.

!r/et ScleroPhYll Fores t

Both the damp conditions and the abundance of wild

life feeding on the mass of low l-evel- foliage pnohibits any

significant re-growth of eucalypt saplings in a mature forest.

These saplings may become established only in cteanings (which

may occur with intense fire, compl-ete logging or natunal

death of mature eucalypts). By the time a sclenophyll forest

thins thnough age rainforest species have usually invaded

leading to gradual extinction of eucalypts '
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PLATES 213 Aerial and gnound view of wet sclenophyll fonest.

The thick shrub (Bedfondia) undergrowth appanent

in Pl-ate 3 is tYPical.
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Rainforest

Ultimate vegetation of the region is the cold

temperate rai-nfonest ( Pf ates 4 , 5 ) . species incl'ude nyrtle '

sassafras, blackwood, celenytop pine and leatherwood' The

horj-zonistypifiedbyhugestandsofconifersoveradamp

forest floor. Ferns thrive in this envinonment and form a

luxurious and inpenetnable undengrowth '

Conifers, unlike eucalypts ' can survive the

initialyearsbeneathamatureforestcanopy.Rainforest

thenefore perpetuates without fine as iirdividual tnees are

replaced as theY die '

Thelackoffaunacontraststheabundancefoundin

other vegetation types. Higher animal life has not adapted

to the conditions and the large number of marsupials, reptiles

andbirdsfoundgenerallyintheregionareconfinedtothe

shnubl-ands and eucalypt fonests '

with long

the upPer

Thereisnovegetationtowhichrainforestsucceeds

fire-free periods and consequently nainforest forms

end of the vegetation chain '

Mixed Fonest

Betweenthetimerainfonestspeciesfirstinvadea

sclerophyll forest and the last eucalypt dies a peniod of

2S0yearsmayelapse.Duningthistimethevegetationconsists

ofrainforestspeciesintenwovenwith,andundenthecanopyof,

taller eucalypts. The presence of eucalypt foliage causes

the mixed forest to have a higher fire potential than pune

nainforest, but fires occulr less fnequently than in sclenophyll

forests as overall- dampness increases '
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pLATES 4 ,5 Aerial- and gnound vie!'7 of i¡ainfor-est.
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There exists a period dr.ining the transition between

any two vegetation gnoups when the physical- characteristics

of both originat and succeeding groups arle evident. However

the corresponding behavioural characteristics in aLl except

transition from eucalypt to rainforeSt change rapidly. This

change occurs when members of the replacement species first

pnoduce seeds, fon at this time fire nesufts in re-gnowth of

both vegetation types, but the fonmen is unable to matune

amid the rapidly expanding growth of the more stable fl-ona'

The existence of a "mixed" forest is caused by the very sl-ow

gnowth nate of rainforest which enabl-es eucalypts to become

established and fonm a canoPy above the rainforest saplings '

Conversion of a mixed

can occun only with the removal

or by selective logging.

for"est to a pure rainforest

of eucalypts bY natural death

fntense Fires and thein Effect on Fonest Vegetation

TheforesttypesscrubrscÌenophyllrmixedand

rainforest aue affected in a simil-ar manner by high intensi-ty

fires. Condiiio.," necessany for these fires to pnopagate ane

long dny periods, high tempenatures and steady winds ' causing

such fires to be nestricted virtually to the sunmer months '

A fire unden these conditions quickly burns to enormous

intensity and becomes uncontnol-lable. Even the most modern

fire-fighting methods tBl al?e useless and breaks offer no halt

to the spread of fire. such fires can be stopped eithen by

rain, change of wind direction or natural change of vegetation

covelr: ary of which wi]l allow the intensities to falf .

During part on parts of these burns conditions for destruction

may be optimal and all vegetation will be killed. Pl-ate 6





il-Iustrates the result of part of a bushfire

Tasmania.Inaneaswherethevegetationhas

only charred land and dead tree stalks ( Plate

Theshortand}ongtermeffectsofthisfiring'

unlikeburnswhichremoveonlyfoliage'aresignificant.

The forest gro\^7s again profusely as seecls deposited pr^ior to

thetimeofthefirearealreadyimbeddedinthegroundand

germinate immediatety - the main reason being the catalytic

effect on seeds of heat fnom the fire. In the initiat years

of ne-growth the content of wood in the vegetation is

negligiblerandfiresagaincl-eartheland'Animmediate

consequenceisapotentialriseinthenateofdestnuctive

firesthroughthisne\^iVegetation.Iffinedoesoccurrat

thistimetherearenoseedspresenttoenableasecondre-

growth and vegetation coven changes to fire resistant grasses'

followedbyshrubsandscnubiffire-fneeperiodsallow

natunal succession trends to proceed'

V']ithout f ire seedlings gro\^/ to maturity, that is '

they neach a stage where they deposit seeds ' At this time

the trees develop a thicker timber skel-eton and the possibility

of destructive f iring is reduced to the forrner leve1' For

convenienceaforestcontainingonlyimmaturespecimenswill

be termed immature. This immatune forest wilL succeed to the

nonmalormaturefonestwhenthetr:eesthemselvesneach

maturity.ThemechanismofthisSuccessionensuresthatthe

varianceoftimetotransitionislow,whichcontnaststhe

highvarianceintj-mebeforeSuccessionbetweenmaturestands

IB '

in Southern

been decimated

1) remain-
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Eucalypt vegetation one season aften a severe burn.
Trees show no evidence of regrowth - this regrowth
is restricted to a new layer of grasses and
eucalypt saplings. Without further fire the
saptings will eventually replenish the former
vegetation.

PLATE 7
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occurs.

The existence of two tree vanieties which mature

at gneatly differing rates Leads to an anomaly in the effect

of severe firing on a mixed forest. common with all

vegetation a severe fire clears the land and induces

immediate re-gnowth of both eucalypt and t'ainforest species '

A further fine before matunity removes a]l species, and

grassl-ands predominate until- the processes of succession

again result in forest covelr. There is a period (15-25 years)

however when the fast growing eucal-ypts alonp have rnatuned'

and a destnuctive fire at this time removes selectively

rainforest saplings. Re-gnowth again occulrs but only

eucalypts appear to develop into a matune wet sclerophyll

fonest.

The pnoportion of totally destnuctive fires to all

fines depends mankedly on the forest type' and increases in

the onden scrub, sclerophyll-, mixed-, and nainforest ' Fires

occur fnequently in scrub due to the high content of foliage,

but the rel-ative lack and sPanseness of timber causes most

f ires to leave the scrub skel-eton intact. scl-erophyll

forests are also fire plrone due to the inflammability of

Ieaves and debris, but relatively mone destructive fires occur

as the timber is now dense - given favourable conditions fire

intensities can soar. Rainforests ane not pnone to fire

because the foliage and smallen amounts of debris are less

infl-ammabl-e. Howeven once f ires do become established they

reach high intensities and kil1 all- rainfonest species.
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'IabIe 2.I summarizes the distinct vegetation

states and transitions between them outlined in this Chapter.

Sunpnisingly these would appealr to be the only factors

influencing the distnibution of flora. In particuì-ar iatèral

spnead of one vegetation tyPe into another:, while signiricant

in some cl_imates, would appear to be negligible here. The

boundany between a scler:ophyII and nainfonest does not, as

night be expected, nesult in an area of spneading mixed

fonest but remains stable.

The lateral stability of vegetation permits a

vital simplification to any model. If the vegetatíon of a

given anea changes it must be due to fire or succession - it

will- not be influenced to any significant extent by vegetation

in sunrounding aneas.
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STATE
FOLLOVÙING
TRANSITION

STATE
BEFORE
TRANSIT]ON

Grassland

Shnubland

Immature Scnub

Matune Scnub

Imm SclerophYll Fonest

Mat SclenoPhYll Fonest

Imm Mixed Forest I

Imm Mixed Fonest II

Mat Mixed Fonest

Immatu:re Rainforest

Mature Rainforest

Succession due to fire free Peniod

Destnuctive fine

PP
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F S

SF

F

F
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ò

F

ò-r

S

SF

F S

SF

F

S

F

TABLE 2.7 Summany of inten-action of fines and
fire fnee periods with vegetation.
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CHAPTER THREL

STEADY STATE VEGETATION LEVELS

Until the entny of European man during the

nineteenth centuny the sole inhabitants of Tasmania wene the

Austral-ian Aborigines. This race entened the island from

the north pr:obably near the end of the Pl-eistocene Ice Age

some ten to fifteen thousand years ago. As fires in the

Tasmanian nainforest region ane due almost entinely to man,

Eunopeans inherited a fonest st::ucture shaped by the

Aborigine. Fur-ther the lifestyle of the Aborigine changed

veny l-ittl-e duning his occupation of the island and a steady

state regime, op very close to it, will have existed a century

ago.

Little change to vegetation l-evels has been

observed duning the l-ast century and the forest structure

obsenved today may be assumed that of a steady state system.

The hypothesis that fire al-one could cause the vegetation

levels now observed is examined by using a Semi-Markov

process to develop a steady state model fon the intenactions

observed in the last ChaPten.

3. I Semi-Markov Processes

T = { o, l-, 2r...} transitions

finite state spacê S - {Er, Er..E.}

the kth transition satisfies
occun

If the

At time ePochs

between states of a

state St following

P( Sk = Ei I to_r_ =

sr-z = Ej 2)"' so =

E.)lr P(S E.
1

D.'IJl

E jk )

k st -t E j1
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the system is termed a homogeneous Markov chain (tr0l).

This generalizes to a continuous time semi-Markov pnocess i f

(possibty degenenate) transitions occur at time epochs

T = {To, T¡, Tzr...}, the time Tt - TL-t between the

(k-1)th u.nd kth transitions being a continuous random variable

on the positive neal numbers ( [15], i2Bl ) ''t.
r-l

H..(x) )
r_J

the next

the origin of .ij

The variable .ij

gives the holding

tnansition being

(witn distribution function

time for state Ei conditional on

to state E . Define moments aboutj
AS

T.r_l

*tdH (x)

D..
'l-l

æ

-nT..
r_l

with the convention

ij
0

rl.
r-J

The state space of the vegetation system descnibed

in Chapter 2 consists of the set of discernible flora glro¡lps.

For convenience states of the resul-ting twelve state Process

ane numer:ically labelled as indicated by Figune 3.1.

Transition between states of the process occur so1ely at

times of sevelre fire and vegetation succession. By defining

a time sequence on these pOints all conditions of a semi-

Mankov process are satisfied.

Transition Probabilities

distribution functions Hi3 (x) may

nates and successional tendencies

Severe fires al?e assumed to occur

and the holding time

be

of

l-n

determined fnom fire

each vegetation tYPe.

a uniform Poisson stream
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\^7ith panameter Ài depending solely on state i (That

is the pnobability that a first fir-e has occurned by time x

in this stneam is 1 - exp{-À,x} , and the mean time between

fines is 1/Ii). succession, measured as the diffenence in

times from when vegetation of type i first appeans to when

it is replaced by another variety without an intervening

Severefire,hasanarbit]]anydistnibutionfunctionG'(x).

Thesetwophenomenainteractinanystatetogive
(@

p(fine occurs befone succession) = | Ii exp{-Irx} (I-G'(x))dx
)
o

and
(

o

æ(

o

æ

P(succession occurs before fine) Ei(x) exP{-Àrx}dx

).
l_

exp{ - Àtx}Gt(x) dx

where g1(x) is the succession density - 91(x) =

Laplace tr:ansfonms are used to simplify

future exPressions. Define for an arbitnany real

g G.(x)dxr

these, and

function A(x)

A(S ) A(x) exp{-sx} dx ; Re is} > o

with this nomenclature

P(fine before succession)

P(succession befone fine) À G.
l_

(À.)
t_ a

æ

o

3.1.r

= ]- - À.
a

G.
l-

(À.)
]-

These give probabilities of the two possible
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transitions from state i

nainfonest) no succession is

its transform Gr o (s ) to be

introduced

Using the notation of semi-Markov processes

at the beginning of this section transition

probabitities ane:

Forstate i:10

possible causing

identicallY zero.

(mature

Gr o (x) and

D..'l-7z

D..' l-l

whene the values

Table 3 -2.

o j * lr > )z

3 .L.2

)-l?

3.1.4

before
fire )

at y r rlo succession before

D..
^ al r

1 À I
(À.)

l-

(À.)
l_

\r.
a

À. G.l-r

for j r and l, for each i are given bY

Holding time distnibutions are

X I state i
H (x)ij'

and

P ( tnans it ion
tnans it ion

occurs
due to

x

o

p. d. ( fine occurs

Y)dY
^1 - À. G_.AI

( Ài)

x
À

o

exp{-riv } ct(v) ) dY 3.1.5(1
a

)G.
aÀI (¡,

l_ l_

P(transition occurs before x

due to succession) '

H ii, (x) lstateirtransition
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lalb1c23456789 10

1aIaIbla2l'a4La46la9

1cIc3 3558781-0r0

TABLE 3.2 Possible vegetation types following transition
from each state. TyPe i vegetation is replaced

by type jr by fire, and by type i" by succession.

N)
@
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3.1.6

3.1.7

3.1.8

(I )
t_

Mean holding time/state i, tnansition

due to fine

f;

À.
l_

G.I

where again the tr"iple i, jr, i' is generated by Table 3'2'

Funetions Hr, (x), j # j r, i" are defined to be identical-Iy'

Finstmomentsoftheseholdingtimefunctionsmay

be al-so expllessed using tnansfonms of succession functions:

x l, exp {:fi y] (r - Gt(v) ) dY

1-r ls (r
I i I

. c.f (r_.)
t-l-r

)

T/ À+I I

and sinilarlY

I/
À

d
a

(T ) dsI

1 - ri Gi (Ài)

G (À.)
l_I

-rJz

G
ôr("¡ l" = | ]-
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3.2 STEADY STATE RESULTS

Matrix notation will be used wherever Possible.

Define n-squalle matrices P, H (x) and Tr, (Tr = T), elements

of each being nespectively tnansition probabilities pij of

Lhe Markov chain (o:r imbedded chain of the semi-Mankov

process), holding time distributions H.t (x)' and the moments

.1, of these functions. Square matr"ices I and E will denote
r_l

respectively the identity matnix and matnix with all elements
+unity. BT signifies the tnanspose of an ar:bitnary matrix B.

Tn addition a supplementary matrix openation is

introduced. Define for arbitrany conformable matrices B and

C a pairwise multiplication openation Cl ly

c) B r-l ijr-l

In particulan for- square matnices B fl E - B and B B I

- B, , the l_atter defining the diagonal matrix associated-dg'
with B. (A summary of the algebna associated with operation

tr is given in t 151 ).

(B

The vecton

Markov chain is the

to eigen value 1 ) of

satis fies

steady state probabilities of a

nonmalized eigen vector (cornesponding

tnansition matrix P. That is cr

c

cr of

left

the

3.2.1

3.2.2

( t10l ), whene I is the vector with aLt elements unity.

t_ t0P=o¿

ltl = I

If a weighting factor is incorponated to take



account of the possibifitY that

have diffenent holding times an

of steady state Pnobabilities

Markov process is ( c.f. l2Bl

t

From this equation it

different tnansition pairs

expression fon the vector:

of the conresponding semi-
3

3I.

3.2.3

)

0 E ( (PilT) 1 )
q

should be noted

holding times

that the weighting

.ij only through their

3.2.+

3.2.s

factor depends

first moments

D..'al t

on the

T r_l

Degenerate succession functions will be used

initially that is, G. (x) = u (x-L. ) whene u (x) is the

unit step function with jump at x = Q. Parametens Li and trt

(tne physical interpretation of each being respectively the

mean time aften which vegetation succession occuns, and the

rate of sevelre firing), which uniquely determine succession

functions and Poisson fine streams, al?e given below.

Using z 'ro va::iance succession the imbedded

pnobabilities become

t CXP {-r.l ]
aI

D..''.-Jz exD {-r. l.a

with holding time means

Ì

(1-exp{-Àil,i} À
l_

exp{ -ÀiLi } ) 3.2.6LI
ì

a

a
T alr

l_
T rlz L

l_ exp{-À.Li}

3.2.7



Steady state Probabilities of

obtained bY nurnenical methods,

weighting factor (P¡T) t has

Q'

the Markov chain P must
.thand the i -" comPonent of

value ( r

Statistics rel-evant to the model must be genenated

from data obtained in the negion. Coll-ection of this data

is difficult, and theor.etical problems arise duning the

analysis.

For each vegetation type i the succession

distribution function Gr(x) gives the pnobability that' in

an environment of no fines, natural végetation succession

will_ have occurned time x after vegetation establishment

rn practice succession cannot be divor-ced from fire. If the

age of vegetation is sampled at points of succession and a

distribution infenred, the distnibution witl be conditioned

on the fine stream. (Specifically the holding time function

H.. (x) is being measured). This is of little conseQuence
rJz

for succession between immatune and matr.tne states as the

vaniance in time fon this biologicat transition pnocess is

low. For succession between matune states, in contrast a

high variance process, thene is a veny r^eal danger fon the

unwary to significantly undenestimate succession times ' A

correctly weighted succession distnj-bution function can only

be obtained with knowledge of the form of the fine str:eam -

here assumed Poisson - and its parametens. The singJ-e

parameter necessary to describe a Poisson fire stream is the

fnequency of fires.

Difficul_ties also arise when determining fire

frequencies. The model assumes zeT'o fonest spread which

be

the



all-ows the system to be reduced to a point Process ' An

arbitrarily smal-l element of land is isol-ated, and the

behaviour of this element in the steady state will be used

to determine the behavioun of the region as a whole. (As

long as the system operates in the steady state this apprcach

would seem r:easonable). Data must be used to infer the point

rate of severe firing. Records of fire for the Tasmanian

rainforest region have been kept only during this century'

This information is alt but useless as much of the vegetation

has not been burned severely oven this pe:riod. Howeven even

with the past history of firing known accunately the position

woul_d be little better. As indicated by Plate 6 only pant

of any single,fire may be cl-assed as sevel?e - and it is

only these pants that are of interest '

Severe fire frequencies must be obtained from the

observed vegetation age distnibution' A large number: of

:random points have to be selected thnoughout the negion and

the vegetation age determined at each of these points ' In

this manner a record of the age stnucture of each vegetation

tyPecanbeobtainedandanateoffiningthatwou]-dlead

to this structure inf erued. This pne-supposes a knowledge of

succession characteristics - information that has not aS yet

been satisfactonily detenmined. (The method by which

vegetation age is detenmined nequires a colre to be extracted

from sample trees and the nurnben of annual gnowth rirrgs

counted [ 14 ]. In this l^ray the vegetation is not harmed)'

If

occur in the

vegetation succession can be guaranteed not to

early years of ne\^l growth the situation eases '
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For example if succession fnom mature scrub is not possi-ble

for the first twenty years, the age distnibution of scrub

overthispeniodwillbecausedsolelybyfire,andfire

fr.equencies can be obtained without bias. If the assumption

of early impossibility of succession cannot be made the

collection of relevant statistics must be, to an extent, âd

hoc. Two observations - age distnibution of vegetation at

time of succession and total age distribution of vegetation

can be made. Fr-om this information fire stneam parametens

and succession distnibutions must be generated in such a way

that they theor.etically yield the mixed distributions obset-ved'

In either case to a degnee the hypotheses of the model are

being used to genenate input data '

VÙhendeterminingstatistics'useoftheassumptions

that fires occur in Poisson streams and that the Pl?ocesses

of succession occur as indicated does not affect the aim of

themodel.Anycarefulobservationofthenegionwould

confirm that fines do occull and that succession is continuously

occur:ring. The contentions aspect of the hypothesis is

that all- fand is capable of supporting :rainfonest - without

fine al-l- vegetation would be of this type'

coll-ection of sufficient relevant data dinectly

from the Tasmanian rainforest negion is beyond the scope of

this thesis. As independent infonmation is not available

r.eliance has had to be placed on an analysis penformed by

Jackson I t8 I . Here point estimates of fire fnequencies

and succession trends have been obtained by studying the

"plant age on a large number: of parallel sites for each
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vegetation" (tlB l, p 13). From this information Jackson

has graphed his estimates of the fire stream and succession

par:ameters, and from these Tab]-e 3.3 has been constructec.

No matter how carefully the Physical infonmation

is collected and analysed the theoretical problems to be

overcome before the final infonmation i s obtained must

cause the accuracy of any estimates, including Jacksonr s, to

be questionable.

The estimate= tri and Li tabulated have been

used with the semi-Markov model- to give the results quoted

in Table 3.3. In this table the states grassland, immature

and mature scnub (nespectively Ia, lb and Ic) have been

lumped into a single gnass-shnubtand state (to be refenned

to hencefonth as state 1). Thene is ample justification for

thismoveaSstatelbduplicatesstatela.Afi:reina

shrubland r.educes vegetation to a state indistinguishable

from grassland, and the time taken for succession to scr:ub

following this event (pnesuming no furthen fires) is simila::

to that for a newly formed gl?assland to be conver:ted to scrub

For botanical accuracy a model incorporating grass and shnub-

land separately (Hendenson and v'iilkins [ 13 ] , repnint

attached) may be constr-ucted and the split of vegetation into

these states resol-ved.
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STATE

t 0.025 100 0.683 0.628

2 0.025 20 0.102 0.040

3 0.017 r20 0.118 0.153

4 0.025 20 0.027 0.01-1

5 0.011 150 0.032 0.060

6 0.020 20 0.007 0.003

7 0.01-1 20 0.005 0.002

B 0.005 250 0.010 0.036

I 0.011 40 0.008 0.007

10 0.003 0.008 0.060

62 .8 11

19.3 1t

7.I I2

4.1 i3

6.7 53

(States la, Ib, Ic have
state I - see text).

cl
:I 3

Vegetation
leve1s as
predicted bY
the model

Approximate
observed
vegetation
Ievels

TABLE 3.3 Companison of obsenved and predicted
ffiatatioi-l l-evel-s fo:r,fines occunring in a

PoisSon-stneam and Succession functions degenerate'
ffre fanameten L (mean time to succession) is
expr-essed in yãans and ), is the pnobability of

sevelte firing Per annum.
been lumped into a single
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Fnom Table 3 ' 3 it is apparent immediately that

resufts vary greatly from observation' In the steady state'

vegetati-on of only a small element of land should be rain-

forest (mature and immature) - with probability 0'067'

Equivalently this element should carny rainforest for 6 'lea

of time. Transl-ating results to the entire region 6'1eo of

the vegetation should be rainforest ' In fact appi:oximately

one half the region caruies this vegetation'

It must be noted that observed vegetation levels

may vany considerably depending on the terms of neference

for: measurements ' The extent of the negion considered must

changenesjultss}ightly.Howeve:rthisasidethereisstill

avegetationcfassificationpnoblem.Muchofthevegetation

occursassmallplotsfor:mingagiantmosaic'ltisalltoo

easy to combine, for example ' 
small patches of purre rain-

forestoccurringinamatnixofmixedforestastotalmixed

fonest.Asaresultthepnoportionofrainforestcouldfall

considerably - being replaced by mixed forest ' The same can

happenforsmallar'eaSofeucalyptirnbeddedinmixedforest

orofeucalyptimbeddedinrainforestandviceVersa.The

estimateofone-halfrainforestwou]-dappeartobeanupPer

limit quote fon this vegetation ' This level of rainforest

witl- be used fon future rèference as it takes account of

vegetation Plots '

Thedivergenceofresultsfromobservationcannot

be used to discard immediately the finelsuccession hypothesis'

By assuming that all the land is capable of sustaining pure

rainforest and using the parameters obtained by Jackson less

thanTgoofvegetationshouldbePurer-ainforest.
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consequently in an environment where totaL rainforest cover

is PoSSible infreque4t Seve]îe fi:ring cou]d easily remove

nainf orest to the l-evel,s observed. However as the results

stand there should be further factors boosting the

proportions of high grade (eucalypt and rainfonest) vegetation'

Accurate data is clifficult, if not impossible, to

obtain.Atbesttheva].uesgivenbyJacksoncanbeusedas

anapproximateguidetothemagnitudeofpanameters.Before

trying to analyse results further the effect of vanying

parameters will be ì-nvestigated '

3.3 VARIATION OF PARAMETERS

To ascertain the effects of faulty panameter

estimates finst fire frequencies and then succession times

will be vanied

Initiallythenelativemagnitudeoffinefrequencies

will_ be maintained while thein'absolute magnitude is changed

that is, a new fire frequency vector lt = kl (for real k)

is used. one neason fon considering that fine fnequencies

are in eruor pnoportionally is to cover the possibility that

these parameters have been theoretically misintenpneted from

vegetation age distributiqns. More impontantfy, however'

fire fnequencies alle vaniabLe ' If any change to the

environment occuns it could be assumed that this change will-

affect each vegetation; and hence each fine potential,

pr.opontionally. Reducing fire fnequencies fnom trr = I to

l' = 0.3À (ttrat is from vafues quoted by Jackson to 3/10ths

their value) causes a severe change in predicted vegetation
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Ievels, âs is indicated by Figure 3 ' 4

Conservationistsdonotdisputethatinany

circumstances fire fnequency estimation is difficult and

thatestimatesmaywe]-lbeinenrorbyafactoroftwo.

lrlhen paramete:rs al?e arranged so that pnedicted and obser^r"ed

nainforest proportions match, fire fr-equencies are 6/l0ths

of those quoted by Jackson (Tabl-e 3'9)' At this vafue

simil-ar level-s are predicted for each other vegetation type

(grass-shrublt6eorscrubL2%rsclerophyllforest9eoand

mixed fonest 10eo). The colîrespondence of vegetation levels

for^ all states at these parameter values suggests the pnocess

in openation may very well- be as hypothesized but that

parameters alte in erroll. Although experimental erlîor could

account for the discrepancies of each vegetation state woul-d

have to be reduced by 40eo before the two levels match'

Ife]1no]]sareexpenimentalonlyitismorelikely

that estimated parameten vafues would be distributed nandomly

above and below actual values. lnstead of listing a multitude

of tabl-es wher.e the ten fine frequencies ane varied nandomlY'

the effect of vanying frequencies in each state sepanately

is examined.

FnomTab].e3.5individualparameterchangeshave

little effect on steady state l-evefs, even when changes

(neductions ) are by as much as 80eo. The conclusion must be

that if large experimental errors occull in one or: two states

the discrepancy between pnedicted and observed l-evels cannot

be justified. Parameten errors could cause the discrepancies

noted, but these wilt be more }ikely due to Poo]. sampling
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1.0

0.5

0.5
Scrub

Grass-shrub 0 t.0

k
1.0 2.0

p

0.5
Sc terophytl f orest

0 1

P

R ain f orest
0.5

Mixcd forest

1. 0

FTGURË 3.4 Propo:rtion (p) of each vegetation type
in ãteadY-state regime '
Five stream : Poisson
Succession distribution
Parameter:s : Lr = L

0

1 0

P

0-5

0

k
0

k
0

trr kl

Unit step
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I

m=1.4 m=1.0 m=0.6 m=0.2k=I.0

State (i)

t_

2

?

4

5

6

7

B

9

10

0.040
0.059
0.037
0.057
0.040
0.061
0.064
0.046
0.052
0.050

0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066
0.066

0.095
0.078
0.r0ô
0.082
0.102
0.074
0.069
0.091
0.099
0 . 10 2

m=0.6

0.r20
0.099
0.146
0.1r4
0.1_40

0.086
0.073
0. rt7
0 . 2 34

0 ,247

m=0r2k=0.6 m=f.4 m=l-.0

State (i)

I
2

4

q.

6

7

B

I

0.496
0.524
0.483
0. 5l_B

0.485
0.52 3

0.530
0.494
0.461
0.456

0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533
0.533

kÀ

0.561
0.545
0.572
0.552
0.572
0.546
0.537
0.568
0 . 64 5

0.650

0.580
0.s58
0.600
0.57s
0.603
0.560
0.532
0.596
O.B3B

0.844

t vegetation in
s ane altened
on fire streaml

Lr=land

10

TABLE 3.5 ProPortion of nainfores
ææy sTate regime when Parameten
in eaêtt state individually' Poi-ss
Unit step succession distr-ibution;

À.rl
j+ij

a
k.m I

l-
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techniques otî incornect infenence from data collected than

to experimental- error.

Also from Figure 3.5 it can be noted that

alteration of frequencies in mature states affects vegetation

pnoportions marginally more than alteration of fnequencies

in the coltresponding immature states. There is very neanly

a balance between changing the rate of fires having long

term effects on the small amounts of immatune forest, and

proportionally changing the rate of less fnequent fines

having short tenm effect on the large amounts of matune

forest. Between distinct vegetation types there is slightly

more variation. control of nainforest firing impnoves the

total vegetation structure more effectively than control of

fires in grass-shrub, scrub, sclerophyll on mixed fonest

(tnis is inrespective of the pnoportion of land supporting

rainforest ) .

Fire control is possible at most in immatune and

gnass-shrub vegetation as in these states intensities do

not reach the enormous levels experienced in mature forests '

A policy of control in any of these states alone will not

d:rasticalty impnove the high grade vegetation content ' Even

when fire fnequencies in the immatu:re states plus gnass-

shrublandanechangedaSaunit(Figune3.6)theyhaveto
be reduced by 70eo before the pnedicted rainfonest proportion

nises fnom aPProximatelY 7 - SOeo '

Knowledge of the effect

on the ecosystem shoul-d determine

poJ-icy. Fine fnequencies, unlike

fire frequencY change has

future forest management

succession times r are
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determined by man. These frequencies almost certainly are

increasing at present and, without tight control, will

continue to do so into the future. If fines cause one half

the negion to caffy rainfonest, an increase of Ljeo in f ire

frequencies will- cause a theonetical rainforest decnease of

approximately f-Beo (Figure 3.4). Moreover this vegetation

will not be replaced by sclenophyll forest but by grass, shrub

and scrub. As fire is the only variable parameter in this

systemrthelevel-sofvegetationcanonlybemaintainedor

improved by more effective fire pnevention measulres thnough-

out the entire negion.

Havingexploredtheeffectsofalter-ingfire

frequencies attention is turned to successj-on times ' In fact

the effect of varying mean succession times mirrons that of

changing fire frequencies. As indicated by Figure 3.7 (and

as expected) the process is independent of the time scale

used for estimating panameters ' That is an observer

measuring succession periods and inter-fire times under

another time scale stirl observes identical vegetation leveIs '

For this reason the information obtained fnom Figure 3.4 (that

is succession times constant but fire fnequencies varied)

may be used to infer behaviour at a1t parameter: values '



with Poisson fine
distnibution.
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The time for succession from imrnature to mature

is known more accurately than for succession between

states. The effect of varying succession times of

states as a block is as indicated by Figure 3 ' B ' Again

changes in the same directions of all estirnates have

madebeforepredictedvegetationlevelscorrespondto

observed.

STEADY-STATE RESULTS ON THE FORM
3.4 DEPENDENCE OF

c B

Define an Erlang k distribution function
x

u k

(k-1) !

0

vÌ and varaance
k
u-

yk-I "-UV dy x>0
3.4.r

E (x)kru

which has mean

the fotlowing

x<0

u

succe s s ion function is

Using this distribution

formulated:

k
iG (x)

E. (x)rrUi

tn, n, (*-

i = 1r3r5rB
(mature

2)4r7)9
(matune

states )

3.4.2

states )

l-Lm b
k+-

U(x-Lt ) i=6 (immature I mixed forest)

C,\|

- 
âlIO

Li
(x) U(x-L

t-
11 )

whene Ui

(See Figure 3.9 )

Foi: small k G

variation. For examPle

lange coefficient of

deviation (equal to

nikt.,
a

I a

k (x) has a
a

the standard
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!-ean for mature states and meql for immature states

-V k 
s between 4r¡ StFand 9 years for immatur"eexcept 6 ) lies between 4r'z -' '- and 9 ye¿

statesandbetweenS0andLzSyeansformatunestateswhen

k_4.Zer,ostandarddeviationisusedforstate6to

maintain the viability of the moclel: succession from

immature to mature mixed forest occuns when rainforest

saplings matune, which is in turn equaÌ to the combined

lengths of states 6 and 7. A deterministic refation between

the end of state 7 and the beginning of state 6 is ensured

byusingaunitstepSuccessionfunctionfonthislatten

state. For other immatune states no succession is permitted
4L.

in the period 0 to + as eanly transition in these

states is irnpossible succession is biological and not

nandom.

Anyfunctionwithlangevar:iancecouldbeusedto

replace GÏ (x) to obtain results in this section; Enlang

functions are chosen only for the ease of evaruating their

Laplace transforms '

Table3.t0comparessteady-stateresultsfor

different succession functions. High variance succession

functions cause a drift of predicted vegetation from grass-

land to rainfor:est. This dnift can be justified theoretically'

Recal-l equations 3'1'2 and 3'1'3' that is

TIr
(À

aalt l_
l_ G.

l_

P

)I

G.IÀ (r.)
aíj, = l-

G.
l_

6

Gwhere (s)
0

a
(x) exp{-Àiæ} dx. These give the



<. Àl

(a) (b)
= 0.3I -|= 0.6 IÀr<-->

(b)

(b)

(b)

0.83s
0.038
0.096
0.00s
0.017
0.00L
0.000
0.005
0.000
0.003
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(c)

(c)

(c)

0.699

State (c) (a)

0.162
0.017
0.101
0.0r0
0.081
0.005
0.004
0.087
0.035
0.498

(a)

1
2

J
4
5

6
7

B

I
I 0

0.021
0.002
0.02u
0.001
0.023
0.001
0.001-
0.033
0.032
0.866

0.018
0.002
0.019
0.001
0.021
0.001-
0.001
0.031-
0.033
0.873

0.016
0.002
0.017
0.00I
0.020
0.001
0;001
0.030
0.033
0.880

0 . rl-6
0.0]-5
0.085
0.009
0.075
0.005
0.004
0.087
0.040
0.546

0.090
0.012
0. 07 3
0.008
0.068
0.004
0.004
0.085
0.043
0.612

<--> =L2À -+
<- lr = 0.9 À

(a) (b) (c)

0

t
2

3

4
5

6

7

B

I
l_

0.516
0.039
0.163
0.013
o.077
0.004
0.003
0.054
0.012
O. II9

0.347
0.039
O. T6I
0.016
0.098
0.006
0.005
0.083
0 .022
0 .223

0.251
0.035
0.144
0.017
0.102
0.007
0.005
0.098
0.031
0.310

0.791
0 . 0 34
0. 113
0.006
0.028
0,00r
0.001
0.012
0.002
0.013

0.590
0.050
0.168
0.014
0.067
0.004
0.003
0.040
0.007
0.057

0.44+
0.053
0.179
0.01-9
0.092
0.006
0.004
0.068
0.015
0.120

<-5). -> I' -,= I.B À
<_

(a) (b) (c)

1l I

I
2

3

4
E

6
7

B

I
I 0

0 . 911-
0.020
0.057
0.002
0.007
0.000
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.00r

0.746
0.046
0.132
0.008
0.035
0.002
0.001
0.01_5
0.002
0.012

0.597
0.060
0.171
0.016
0.065
0.004
0.003
0.037
0.006
0.041

(a)

0.962
0.010
0.026
0.000
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.059
0.149
0.012
0.043
0.002
0.001
0.019
0.002
0.01.4

TABLE 3.10
state. l_te
indicated wi
equation 3.4.2 )

(a) Unit steP (ai- (x) )

(b) Gi (x)

(c) G'?i (x)

Steady-state probabilities for each
(Poiéson stneam) fnequencies are as

th- éuccession distnibutions (c'f'



imbedded tnansition pnobabilities of the semi-Markov model

Initiatly Gi (x) \^/as chosen a unit step function with jump

at x = Lj_. If dispersion is irrtnoduced symmetrically about

the mean the val-ue ôi (Ài) increases due to the presence of

a positive, strictly decreasing function exp{-Àtx}. Furthen

inc:rease occurs, for the same neason, if the function G, (x)

has negative bias (trrat is the density 91 (x) has a maximum

to the left of the mean value Li). To first onder these

have been the two openations perfonmed whén changing fnom

unit step to Erlang distributj-ons with low k (Figune 3'9)

and hence the second non- zero ent:ry of all but l?ol^/s 6 and 10

(which remain unchanged) of the tnansition probability matrix

increases relative to the first. A shift of mass towards

the higher states ensues, and the nesulting steady state

probabititie" oi are also biased towands the highen states '

Thesteadystatepnobabilitiesofthesemi.Markov

plrocess are these values oi each multiplied by the

weighting factor

E'ì

3.4.3( (P¡r) r) I/ b.
t_

(À. )
aa I

L

and the nesulting values nonmalized. These weighting factors

decnease with increased negative bias and dispersion for all

except states 6 and 10. For the numerically low states oi

and ( (PúT, t_r, both decrease (even if minimalty) and in

state l0 one increases white the other nemains constant ' The

behaviour of their pnoduct is clear. (Fon intenmediate states

this pnoduct depends on the nelative changes to each) '

Funther if the norrnalizing (or scale) facton 
-+crt(pnr)t



trô
JL.

increases so will the rainfonest propontion, if it decneases

the amount of grass-shr-ubland wilt fall. In either case

there is a dnift of vegetation fnom nurner^ically low to

high states.

G. (x) must be a physically acceptable function
a

as anbitnarily high rainforest pnoportions may be pr:edicted

by using untikely succession functions '

Suppose

c. (x)
l_

-Llm
A+0

y ( L. ,T/

x>

i +6

i+ 6

I

^

I L,' )'/ 
o

and G (x) U(x - Lo)

æ

Then x (x) L
I

fon each i (as requined), but

G.: (tr.,) = L/¡., i + 6' 10, and total matune nainforest
al-r

is pnedicted. irr. lower lirnit of the proportion of nain-

fonest that could be indicated by suitable choice of G, (x)

again maintaining constant succession means is in fact given

by the unit step function. That is, fon G (x) satisfying

6

0
dG.

a

t; (1 - G (x) ) dx = | (mean time to succession)

L

dx

f,,
and thenefone

L

G (x) dx (r-G (x) ) ¿x



r^te have ô r"l

L

i-
)r

L

exp {-Àx} dx + G (x) exp {-ix} o<

(1-G (x)) exp {-rx} ¿x

along

gives a

in the

wiII be

I,,

exp {-Àx} dx + e>Ç i-ÀL} ( G (x) dx

L

o

(1 -G(x))dx)

laplace Tbansfonn ( U (x-L) )

succession between mature states witl occur with

langedispensionandstightnegativebias(duetothe

reflecting barnien at time zero), while succession from

immature to mature states will- have l-ow variance. The

.^2Iuncraon" oi (x) are unacceptable as hene bias is very

high - the most like]y point fon succession between states

: functions isis at time Li/ Z. Use of zero varaanc€

physicatl-y unreasonabl-e. Gi (x), has mone realistic bias

char:acteristics and large vaniances but, as with Gi (x)'

allows too much early succession between mature stands ' The

negion near the origin of Gi (x) is sensitive to change '

and if a function has value zeîo here steady state nesults

ane very neanly equivalent to those obtained using a unit

step succession aPProximation'

Use of zero variance succession functions

with TI
! I/ , l t = 0.6À and Poisson fire streams

steady state system having char:acteristi-cs observed

Tasmanianregion.Forthisreasontheseconditions
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used to infer future results. t^lhi1e more (possibly)

acceptabÌeSuccessionfunctionslyingbetweenErlang4and

Unitstepcouldbeconstructedtobetterdescribesuccession,

unitstepfunctionsareusedthroughout'initiatlyfor

convenience ' sinplicity and efficiency but later by

necessitY.
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CHAPTER 4

FIRST PASSAGE TIMES

First passage time moments give an indication of

the rate at which changes in a probablistic system occur.

These moments add valuable information beyond that given by

steady state results alone.

Equations for first passage time statistics for

semi-Markov pnocesses and their derivations can be panalleled

directJ-y to corlresponding results and methods of Markov

chains. The notation adopted here is chosen to emphasize

these similarities.

Throughout this chapter the tr:ansition probability

matrix P witl be assumed both irreducible and aperiodic.

4.1 BACKGROUND

))The mean

of Markov chains

matrix equation.

first passage M (=(m ij
is given as the the singular

time matrix

sol-ution of

M,: )og
4.1.1(u

wher:e M.'- is the diagonal matnix
dg

transition pr:obabitity matr-ix and

elements unity. This equation is

( [21] , p 79)

M P +E

fonmed

E the

due to

from M

matrix with

P the

all

the nel-ation

m.fl T

k*i= ]+ Pir trj

premultiplying 4.f.1- by the matrix A (where each row of A

is the steady state pnobability vector ot)



M

\dhere I
R

KemenY and

form for the unique

DM dg
uì)

51 .

4.1.4

4.r.5

4.1.6

th
where D is a diagonal matrix with

the diagonal being 1/o'. Equations

sufficient to solve for M'l

the i element along

and 4.1.2 are4.1.1

By analogous methods the singuì-ar matrix equatron

for the mean first passage time matrix M of a semi-Markov

process is ( [15], P 735)

M P(M +(P!T)E 4.r.3

where elements of the matnix T are the mean holding times '

For Markov chains +.1-.3 is equivalent to 4'1'l as T I E, and

al_1 results concerning semi-Markov processes may be reduced

to corresponding results for Markov chai-ns by this substituti-on'

Premultiplying 4.1.3 bY A gives

M. )og

rpn
dg T

D

Tr (RA)

Snell ( 12I1, P 79) give

matnix M tl as

(I Z+EZ dg

(tr denotes trace) for an anbitrary square matrix R

Equation 4.1.4 follows af so from the physical- intenpr"etation

ofir/urandlp¡r'respectivelybeingthemeannumber

of transj-tions in moving from state i to state i , and the

mean time in making a transition in the steady state.

explicit

M

-t
.7 p+A) 4.1.7where (I

)D

an



is defined the fundamental matrix of Markov chains ' In

particular Z has the following proPentres

( Pn-A )

PZ=ZP

(on ZE = E)

of (or AZ = A)

æ

z - I + I P

n=I

58.

4.I. I

4.1.9

4.1.10

4 .1. LI

4.1.12

ry1LT

L,cl L-

:

I-Z = A-PZ

( [21], P 75).

Note that Ã-P) 7' (l-P) = (T-A) (I'P)

= I-P

d

indicatingthatZisageneralizedinverseof(I-P).

Using the properties of Z 4'1'6 can be justified:

Suppose M (I_Z + EZ D)
e

As

we have M pM't + PM Ã-z + PZ)D

Lemma I Let P

then the solution

be an ergodic transition pnobabiÌity matrrx'

: of : = P: has arr comPonents equal '

D tM dg

dg

AD (by 4.1.2)

giving equation 4'L'l as required' To show the uniqueness

of this and future sol-utions use is made of :

E



)¿

Xpart icufar

_n
P

RO

4 .1.13

4.1.14

Proof

But

of

Px

In Ax

x must
FJ

Now srlPPose

4.1.l- exist. As D =

(M"'

P(S

ancl has solut ion

M (22

( [21] , p 83).

identicat ( P er:godic ) each element

two clistinct sofutions M of

as each row of A

be equal-.

AS

t
) M

t
M

l¡t )

dg dgl"l

P(M M
t

)

¡*
or each cofumn of (M" - M')

associated with eigen value 1

has all comPonents equal ' and

for Markov

of second

sat is fie s

Analogous results are available for second moments

chains and semi-l4arkov processes ' The matrix $

moments of first passage times for Markov chains

is a right eigen

But bY lemma 1

hence bY 4.1.13

2P (Z EZdg )¡ + E

(fnom 4.1.1)

vector of P

this vector
.c .l-

14^ = M'.

c.
L)

c'
J dg

D-I) + 2(ZM E(ZM 4.1.15)cì
dg dg

The second moment matrax

of a semi-Markov process satisfies

S of finst Passage times

)+P(S-S dg ) + 2(P t r) (M-M
dg

(P ¡ Tz )E 4 .1.16



whene T2 has comPonents T2"rl

times ( [15]' P 735)'

- the second moments of holding

vLz

60.

4.1. 17

Hunter [ 17] has obtained explicit solutions for

the singul-ar matrix equations 4 ' 1' 3 and 4 ' 1' L6 '

M

+I-Z+EZ

dg PÚT

D+2 (

t D

(A(P u r)z(P o r)A)dstu, PtrTz

M=

(z(P ú T)A)ds

(A(P ¡ T)")u"+ rP ú T "Ur)
D

giving

and

( -)- {ze E r)A - E(z(P u r)A)ds}
\ ¿P E T

4.1.18

4 .1.19
) T D

dg PET

s - Í. r-z + Ezdgl sdg + 2 t E(z(P tr T)) dg

Z (púT)l IptrTD

+ 2 | Z (P Ú T)14 - E (ze u r)M)ds

+Z (PúTz)E EQ(PÚTz)E)dgt 4'1"20

Hunterrs solution method is based on the theory of

generalizedinverses([26]'|27])tnere.sultsofwhichmay

be stated:

AnecesSaryandsufficientconditionforaconsistent

matrixequationBX=CtohaveasolutionisthatBB-c=Q
(B-isageneralizedinverseofB)inwhichcasethegeneral



solution is

If 4.1.3 is written in the form

(I P)M (P tr T)E

it has a solution (bY the above)

(I B-B )V'i, whene t^l is anbitrarY 'X=SC+

PMdg

Z(I P ) )V'l

(P ¡

for I^/

M dg

61.

4. t_.21

is satisfied.

diagonal izíng

Z(P D T)E ZPM,dg

An explicit exPressaon

4.I.21 and equating wi-th

T)E - PM"o

is obtained bY

-rT\- LP E T "'

M + (r

as the consistencY condition

(I P)Z ((P tr T)E ¿e)PM

we proceed to derive these equations for semi-Markov

pllocesses by an al-ternate method' The method now used

parallels directty the derivation of first passage time

moments for Markov chains, and yields a solution form of 1"1

and S which can be obsenved a dinect generalization of Mtr

and St fnstead of using the matrix Z and the theory of

generalizedinversestodevelopresults,Z(thefundamental

matrix of Markov chains) is itsel-f generalized'

GENERALIZATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL MATR]X OF).2
MARK CHA NS

For a square matrix R satisfYing R1 + 0 we have

ARA I A 4.2.I
R

Expnession

side. Post

4.1where A and IR are as defined in section

+.2.L may be justified by expanding the left

multiplYing +.2.I bY D gives

hand
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ARE (AD = E)

oll (ARE ) dg

(ARE ) D 4.2.2
dg

V'I (r - P + I
F_tR

RA)
-l

Define 4.2.3

(Wg = /, is the fundamental matrix of Ma:rkov chains and !'l* is

therefone a general-ization of this matnix). That ÞJ* is non-

singular may be demonstnated by contnadiction:

IRE

L*n,R

: = k 1xPx

rn I

R

DIR

)x=9

]- ne,RL*e,R

=Px

x

R1

Suppose

then

But

(r - P + 1- ne,R
fon some ¡ * 0

(P

(P

x

x

)

)

x

= P(P

( f emrna 1)

(by 4.2.1)

x)

+

gr-v1ng
l(r - p + f- RA) x
"R

l(r - p + þ RA) k L

"R

k
¿R

+ 0 asRl+0

Pnopenties of WR corresponding to those of

(4.1.8 - 4.1.12) maY be denived'

z



Lemma 2 l^lith V'/ as defined by 4.2.3
R

63.

4.2.4

4.2.5

4.2.6

).2.'l

(1)
æ

s

n= l-
wn I+ Pt-l (P - l-nn>,R

(2) All A
R

(3) Wn I l^I P-A
R

R

(P

(4) V'I -I Phl
R

Pnoof (1) By induction:

(P n-l)n = P )

Further

allowing (r - P + l_

I
K̂

RA)

Lim Pn-r
n+æ

J-nRl=A-A=Q
¿R

(P

-t
wR=

-T-I
(P

æ

+I
n=1

æ

)n

r+ t pn-l(p
n=f

t-nn,R

)

(2), (3), (4) can be obtained by pre- on post- muttiplying

the series expansion (I) of WR by the indicated matnix.

Fon example (4):

PIi{]

æ

T

rt=2

n-1
P (P )

R

% T

The matrix WR is a generalized inverse of (I - P)

(I - A) (r P) (l-emma 2)

AS

(r - P)vr
R

(I - P)

(I - P)
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4.3 FIRST MOMENTS

\/,le derive the following nesult and use it :repeatedly'

l

Theorem 1 The unique sorution of the singular matrix equation 
,

V P(V +RE 4.3.1v. )
og,

1S V (r V,i + Ehl
R R

) [RD 4.3.2

The proof

in

dg

Proof (1) PremultiplYing 4.3. I bY A gives

AV ARE
dg

(ARE) Dor dg dg

t D (by 4.2,2)
R

which agrees with the diagonal elements of )'3'2

(2) Uniqueness of V iq guaranteed'

follows identical-ly that used to pl?ove M unique

Section 4.1

(3) Fon V as given by ) .3 .2

\¡ PV+PV (I I/ù +PW )r D
dg R R R

RAD (Iemma 2 (d))

RE AS nequined.

An exPression fon

now be obtained directlY as

the mean first Passage times can



Corollary 1.1 The

semi-Markov Process

mean first Passage time matrix

is unique1y determined bY

PtrT

65.

4.3.3

4.3.4

4.3.5

t,l

M (r Il'I + E\¡JDT]qA PtrT )¡ D

dg

-l

where V,l (I I
I-P+ (P ¡ T)A)
PET

Tr((P¡T)A)

Pt]T

and I P¡T

Proof The matrix equation (4.1.3) to be satisfied is

M P(M +(PtrT)E

That is R in theo:rem I has been replaced by

M. )
Õ,9

PNT

This

(that obtained

solution may be converted to the form 4'I'8

by Hunten) by noting the identitY

.7 1

E; Z(ptrT)A ul T
T

As the mean first passage time matrix can be

expressed in terms of invertible matrices ' standand matrix

computation packages may be used. The val-ue of the result in

this sense is linited as equation 4.1.3 can be solved

numerically with equal efficiency. However the result extends

the classical methods of f4arkov chains to semi-Markov processes

and the expressions obtained for the latten can be seen to

immediately coruespond to those for Markov chains, as is

indicated by Tabl-e 4.I (see page 69).

P
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4.4 SECOND MOMENTS

Recal-I equation 4.1' 15 - viz

g = P(S - t.r, * 2G D T) (M - *¿g) + (P D Tz)E

S is the matnix of second moments of first Passage

Use of the expression fon M given by conollarry t'l

V'I )r

where

times.

gives

s = P(S - tur) + 2(P tr T) (E(Wp o r)ag

Ip¡fD+(PDTz)D

This spJ-its. into

S1 = P(Sr - Sr ) + (P Ú T2) Ë

dg

sz = P(sz - trro, + 2(P o T)'

E(l/,Ipnf)agIp¡tD

S¡ = P(Ss - S¡ ) - 2(P tr T)'
dg

PNT

(hl tPDT ) dg PÜT

where ò Sr + Sz 4 Sa

D

l_

4.4.1

4.4.2

4.4.3

4.4.4

,4.4.5

4.4.6

Define M.=(T-l/,1 + E(v'tp tr Ti_)or) '1 PNT

T DPÚT
l_

where Mr r M, then S1 and 52 have solutlons:

ConollarY L.2 Sl = M,z

CoroltarY 1.3 32 2 Lp o rM(wp n t)ag D 4.4.7



Equation4.4.4cannotbetransfonmedtoa].low

application of theorem I and a more general solution is

formulated.

Theonem 2 The unique solution of

67.

V P(V - V 4.4.8
dg

(I - z + EZ )V + ZL - E(ZL) 4.4.9
dg dg dg

(AL) D 4.4 .I0
dg dg

uniqueness and the diagonal form follow as eanlier

= AL) - Fon V as given bY 4.4.9
g

V_pV+pV (r_z+PZ)V +ZL-PZL
dg dg

=AV + (l - A) L (by lemma 2)
dg

-f-L
(as AV = AL)dg

)+L

AS

whene V

Proof

(note AV¿

In particulan we have

Corollarv 2.I The solution to 4'4'4 is

-ztz(PÚT)hrPET+M'! (A(P tr T)V'I

-E (Ze tl T)I,,tp I T)dgl Ip o t D

Proof The resuLt follows as

L -2(P E T) \^l T D

)S¡ PtrT dg

l+ . l+. II

PtrT PET

-2D(A(p n r)v'lP A t)ag rp ¡ r D

dg
and S¡

Solutions 4.4.6, 4.4.7 and 4.4. B together give



S M2 + 2[ MWP n rdg I,f '" (A(P Ú T)VJP tr T)dg

68.

4 .4.L2

z(P z r)wP n r + E(Z(P ¡ T)WP n t)ag l

t DPÚT

Theresultisofdubj-ouspracticalvalueaSitis

more efficient, and possibly easier, to solve the singular

matrix equation 4. l. t5 dinectly, but it does extend the

result from Markov chain theory with a corresPondence

exhibited bY Table 4'1'

An expression for singular equations of higher

moments is given by Hunter t 17]. \,,]ith theorems 1 and 2

solution of these equations is possible but, as with Mankov

chains, onIY academic '

q.5 APPLICATION OF RESULTS

Countlesstabtesofmeanandsecondmomentfir'st

passagetimesmaybequotedbyvaryingfirestrreampanarneters'

succession ti,mes and succession distribution functions ' As

may be expected, however, when steady state vafues are

equival-ent and the functions usecl for succession distributions

real,istic the moments of first passage times are similar'

Onlyonesetispresentedheretoenableanapproxirnatetime

scafe for the system to be detenmined '

TheSucCessiondistributionconsideredisthezero

variance unit step function G' (x) = U(x-Lt)' Parameters

chosenare:'=!andl'-O'Ul,whichwiththeunitstep

function give a steady state proportion of rainforest equal to

0.53(vízTab]e3.9).Equations4.3.3and4.+.L2aneusedto

obtain the matrices of Table 4 '2 '
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SEMI-MARKOV PROCESSES
MARKOV CHAINS

z = ( I-P+A)

AZ=A

I-Z = A-PZ

-t

PDT
\^i

A\^l

(I-P+=I
'Pnr

( PúTi )A )

I

I ( P¡T )A -Phl

I

P¡T -^
l-

T -\^l ] PDTPtrT 7
"PE]T

II
l-

&s
= P(M -M M = P(M-M ) + (PÚT)E

dg

T D

( r-hI =EW )n
PAT PÚTdg

M )+E

M.dg

f¡
M

e

_EZ

=f

dg

dg

M.dg PI]T

(I_Z+EZ )¡dg

J.L

= P(S -S

M.og

S = P(S-S¿g) - 2(P¡T) (l^/ptrT

EV'I )r D + (PtrTz)E
PÛT PÚT

dg

tor=[ xpnTrr+2rpotDst: = [r+2D{z"dg dg

A Ì1D

) - 2P(Z

)D+Eod

{w PtrT
(A ( PúT )Wror) ag ]1D

dg

dg

-{zpz - E(ZPZ)ds}Dl

dg

= Ylz+2 [ MWp¡t ¿g D

- Mt'(A(PtrT)wpor)oro

- {z(PúT)wpor - E(z(PÚT)

wp¡t)orÌ rp¡rD l

.L

+ 2 tM Z ò$ =M D-M

Development of expnessions for first
passage time matrices of Mankov chains and

semi-Markov Processes'

TABLE 4. T



't0

MATRIX M

320

907

1202

12 41

16s2

1600

20r2

2100

1786

2287

1r44

989

912

2385

21 96

27 +4

315 6

3244

2930

3430

232

17

691

14 7 3

1BB4

IB32

224)

2332

2 019

2519

2227

201 2

1995

17 6l

t5B3

3293

3559

4045

4 013

4 514

644

489

4r2

184

117 0

1982

2322

2606

2430

2930

4689

4534

4457

4229

4045

3B3B

3584

3471

6475

6975

5983

5829

5751

5523

5339

1294

4879

4765

1770

827 0

T2IB

1063

986

758

574

367

113

202s

3004

3505

2500

2345

2268

2040

1856

1694

1395

12B2

1003

500

2000

1845

1768

1540

1356

1.14 9

B9s

182

503

1003

-410 x MATRIX S

116

369

494

538

120

7r2

892

939

809

1040

575

341

525

1400

1670

1650

19 30

1990

1790

2140

79.0

2.r0

259

604

805

794

998

1040

900

1150

1450

1390

1350

1260

1190

241 0

27 30

3 110

3060

3 510

60.1

)r.1
13.1

15.9

484

857

1060

1200

110 0

1390

518 0

5030

4960

4670

4600

4430

42I0

4110

7660

8360

8130

7940

7850

7590

7380

1740

6870

6750

1110 0

11900

217

181

164

l-20

83.3

59.3

15 .2

975

1460

1B 10

BlB

742

705

603

519

442

289

235

50.0

568

508

478

399

333

277

193

160

135

235

(entries corrected to 3 significant figures)

TABLE 4.2 First (M) and second (s) moment first
passage time matrices for vegetation model with

ã". yã""ã, and o
Entries in the s

I and Gr(x) = U(x-Lr). Units of M

i s are yearst
Lt - L, lr 06

econd tableau have been scaled down by 104
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The matrix of mean first passage times from this

table indicates the enormous times required for changes tc

occurintheprocess.Theaveragetimetomovef:romgrass-

fand to mature rainforest (entry 1, l0 in M) fon the first

time is 2000 years, whereas only I00 'f I20 + l-50 + 250 =

620 years lapse if no fires occur ' The matrix M (which

giveSmeanfirstpaSsagetimesoftheimbeddedtransition

matrix P) from Table 4 ' 3 gives the mean number of transitions

forshiftsbetweenstates.Movementfromgrasslandtorain-

forest requires on average 34 transitions' of which

approximately one hal-f will be fires ' The exact ratio of

firestosuccessioncannotbeobtai-nedfr"omMralthough

bydefiningasupplementarysemi-MarkovProcesswith'for

example, mean holding times 1 for transitions due to fire and

ZeroforthoseduetoSuccessiontheexactnumberoffires

could be determined '

l"iatri-x S

first Passage times

enables the standard deviation ( s )' of

to be calculated, as

(S ¡4 tr M)2S rl r,l

giving for i = I' j = l0 (grassland

an approximate value of 1300 years'

about the mean is large and in this

the mean itself.

The theory of semi-Markov processes is concerned

with ergodic results. Practical values from this theory lia'¡e

beengivenrbuttoexaminetimeclependenceofthefi're/

succession model further' use is made of the structune of the

processbyappticationofthemethodofsuppÌementar.yvariables.

to mature rainfonest)

As exPected the disPersion

instance of the onder of
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I',IATRIX }4

3

B

10

B

10

10

11

10

a

9

I2

10

B

2T

22

22

23

22

20

21

4

2

7

13

15

14

15

15

I2

13

26

2)

22

1B

l3

30

30

33

34

35

13

10

B

4

T2

20

20

22

20

2T

53

51

49

45

40

38

33

30

61

60

69

66

64

60

56

16

49

46

76

77

23

2T

1B

14

10

B

3

20

31

32

35

33

JI

27

22

20

15

I2

10

1

34

32

30

26

2I

t_9

14

11

I

10

*
TABLE 4.3 First moment transition matrix (M ) for

the imbedded transition matrix P and for pararnetens

as in Table 4.2.
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CHAPTER 5

TTME - DEPENDENT SOLUTIONS

A direct pnobablistic model utilizing the structure

of the fire/succession process enabfes tine dependent sol-utions

to be obtained.

5.1 DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS

Fon any state

distribution function Gi

81(x) Define

U1(x) =

where line

^-+0

o(A)

i the time to succession has a

(x) with a eolrnesPonding densitY

81(x)
T - 6Tx) 5.1.1

l-

then u. (x) is the density that succession oecuns at tirne x
'l-

conditional on no succession befone x'

Fires are again assUmed to occur in a Poisson stream

with panarneter Ài depending only on state i. This gives

1 - )..^ + o(A)P( j fires occulr in an arbitrarily
ámall period of time A )

a

I.A + o(A)
1

o(A)

0

5 .L.2

u1(x¡ + o (a)

^

P'(succession occuns between x and
x + A / succession has not occurred
byx)

Also

5.1.3



For each i define

i and is

7\.

5.1.4

Cox [ 5]

xis

as the

P (x, t) A = P(at
of

+

tj-me t vegetation is of tYPe
agebetween x and x+^)a

(P.
].

(x, t) is a joint ProbabilitY and
on the discrete vegetation
continuous time sPace)

probabiì-ity densitY
state space and

Occumence of fires and succession are independent

and both cause a change of vegetation/state to occur' I¡Jithin

any state diffenence equations may be constructed by using

equations 5.1.2 to 5.1.4

P: (x 1 A, t + A) - P- (x, t) (f - ÀiA + o(A))'^i r-

(r - u1(x) ^ 
+ o(A)) 5'l'5

Func'tions of the type Ui(x) were used by

for analysis of non-Markovian systems ' The parameter

referred to as the suppÌementary variable ' the method

method of supplementary variabfes '

Taking limits on A in 5'1'5 gives:

(
a

ãX k) Pi (x, t) -P (x, t) (Ài + p.(x))
I

5.1.6

Transitionbetweenstatesoccu]îswithfireor

succession. A vegetation state is replaced by a numenicaÌIy

fower state at severe fì-ring, and by a higher state at

succession. For exampJ-e to enter immature II mixed forest

(state 7) succession must have occurred in immature I mixed

forest (state 6), giving



Fz (0, t + A)A Ps (x, t)A (ue (x)A + o(A) ) '
(r - Às A + o(^))all elements

tength A

(x, t) dx

't5.

5.1.9

5.1.10

5.1.11

5 .1. 12

5 .1.13

@

or Pe (x, t) Ìis (x) dx.

U

Table 2.I gives the relations between states and these may be

used (after l-umping states gnass and shrub, and intnoducing

the numerical classification of chapten 3 ) to obtain the

following inter-state equations -

P7 (0, t)

Pr (0, t) T

i-1
t

i=i-z

j=5,7

I.l P

æ

o

(x, t) dx 5.1.7j
l=1r2r4r6rg

P (0, t) = Ài*1
æ

o

P (x, t ) dx; i=2 ,9 5 .1' I
t- i+1

(x) PP ( o,t)a j
æ

o

P
(-

l
o

À

(*
lpJ'
U

u (x, t) dx; i=3r5rI0
l

P,{ (0, t) ll

I

Ps (0, t)

Pa (0, t)

(x, t) dxÀo

r
o

Pz (0, t) Us (x) Ps (x, t) dx

j=5r7
uj (x) tj (x, t) dxr-

l
o

The ontY nestriction is that a

sat is fied

normalizíng equation must be



to
I P

f-
ô

(x, t) dx t

76.

5 . l-. l-4

5.2.1

l

dependent

j=t

These equations may be used to find either tine-

or time -indePendent solutions '

TIME IND EPENDENT SOLUTION5.2
I

I
Pi (x,

Under

If

t) ->

these

the system has a steady state solution

P= (x) or equivalentlY h Pi (x't) = o

a

circurnstances equation 5 ' 1' 6 r'educes to

a

which has sol-ution

P.(x) = P
l-

-Pr(x) (Ài u1(x) )d
ãx

(x) +
P

i( 0) exP{-tri* u1(Y)dYÌf"
)
o

= P-.(o) exp{-tri*} (r-et(x))
t_

The inter-state on boundary equations

to a system of linear equations in the

use of this solution' Define as before

G.(s) of G.,(x) , then
r-L

5 ,2.2

rnay be

variables

the LaPIace

), )) 5.2.3
l

G.I
(I ) ) í=2,9 5 '2 '4

) i=3r5rl0 s.2.5

(À l

i+1P

I P ( 0) (r \].
JPr(o) j

j=1r2'4)6rg

( 0) P i+1
( 0) (1 I i+1

l_

er(o)

P4(o)

i-L
t

j=í-z

T
j=5r7

l jP (o) (ÀGÀ
l j

P (o)j
s.2.6

P8(0) (]PG(o) ).e Ge(Àe) s.2.7



P7(o) P6(o) À6 ôr(Àr)

1'1

(10

810
P8 ( o) (0) À GTP

l

l j. (À )j jj=5

and P. (0) (1/À
l

ff equations 5

notation - viz

P(0) = Q P(0)

where P(0)

.(r.))tl I 5. 2 . L0

5.2.9 are written using matrix

1

-G
lo
I
=ll

and a is a 10 x 10 matnix,

of a is exactly the imbedded transi-tion matrix

I.2 , 3. l. 3 ) of the for:mer semi-Markov model ' The

give the right eigen vectons of a (or left eigen

) associated with eigen value l. Steady state

are determined by using the nonmalizing equation

in tunn cornesponds to the weighting factor

Il::::]
the transpose

(equations 3.

values P' (0)

^^tvectors oï Q

pnobabilities

5.2.10, which

3.4.3.

5.3 TIME DEPENDENT SOLUTION

lr/hereas in the development of time-independent

equations Laplace transforms \^Iere used only to simplify the

presentation of equations, fon time-dependent results the

pnoper:ties of these transforms are used directly.

Define the Lapface transform of Pi (x, t) as

f-',.
o

P.
l-

(x, s) (x, t) exp{-st}dt; Re {s} > o
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Taking transforms of the partial differential equation 5 ' 1 ' 5

â (x, t) (Ài + p.(x))
( )ãE

+ P (x, t) - -PivLZ

gfve s (x, s)

d

ãx

o

ã;

f

P + P.
t-

(x, s) (s * Ài + P.(x)) = Pi (x,0)
f

which upon integrating with respect to s y'ields

P (x, s) exp{-(s

P

+ l.)x] (r l¡ (x) ) 'f l_ a

xÌ i=l, 2...L0

(z
I t=
l
al

l"I p.
)L
o

( (2, 0 ) exP{ * Ài + ui(y))¿Yldz

(0, s) )+ P.
a

c)'ì

Thisequationmaybeusedwithtransfonmsoftheset

of time-dependent boundary equations ( 5'1'7 - 5'1'13 ) to

give a system of linear equations in the variable" ii (0 , s )

In this system arbitrary initial conditions Pi (2, 0) occur'

Before substitution these conditions ane defined explicitly'

Normal-ization of the initial conditions ensunes nor^malization

of the entire system and equation 5.1.14 witl become nedundant'

Assume a steady-state input' That is' the process

will be considered to be in a steady state negime with
f-

parameters À 
t' and L (witn specific succession distnibutions

G. (x) ) and 'oìr, "h-.,gr instantry to a regirne with fire frequency
l-

. In these circumstancesl
P

l_
(s, o)

l_
(o, o) (r-G. (x)) exp{-À

t_

5.3.2



P̂

and

t-

Hence

where
P (0, o)

(x, 6) exp{-Ài*} (1-Gi(x) )

'79.

)
(0, s) 5.3.3.

Pi(0, o) exP{ (Ài-r xÌ
a

)
( t

ù + À À
l-

À. -i. )x] )t-a

I

(l-exp{-(s + + exp{-sx} P

(x, s) dx A (s) +
^

B. (s) P
l_

l_

(0, s) 5.3.4
I l_

A
P

f-
Jul{x)
o

(x, s) dx (s) + D (s) (0, s)C r
l- ]. a l_

l_

(þ
l_

I

s.3.5

5.3.6

5.3.7

5.3.8

5.3.9

A. (s)
1

C. (s)
t-

B (s)

+ . -r.al_ÀS

lr.
t-

s+À

(À + (s + I
l_

) )G.
l_

)T+G.(I.al_(^i

(s + Ài)

)l-

Pi (0, o)
) (s /

l_

s*^ -Tt- t_

+ Ài))G.
f

G

(s

1

l- s*À
l-

(s + I ) G. (s + I )D (s)
a

Substitution

5.1.13 is made

1 l_

into the tr:ansfonms of boundary equations

at this stage, giving

I

5.r.7
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RP+S1P

P1(0,
Pz (o ,

S)

S)

I
I

\^lhere P 1)

P1e(0' S 1

and where R and s ane the 10 x 10 matrices as detenmined

by the boundarY equations '

probabilitY vegetation is of tYPeiat time

can be calculated bY takingPi (x, t)

transforms

The

(given bY
(*
)
Uê

that

dx)

on

t

invense LaPì-ac

f-t,
o

(x, s) dx = Ai (s) + g. (s)
t-

(0, s)P.
l_

To this end

used. This

a method j ntroduced by Dubner' and Abate t 91 is

inver-sron technique,

A.

with erroïa analYsis r is

summarized in APPendix

Figures5.landS.2demonstnatethetransient

changes that occur when fire frequencies alter- instantly and

significantly. As results are time-dependent there can be no

justificationfoncontinuingtoequatetheproportionofland

carnying a panticular vegetation with the pnobability that an

el-ement of land carries that vegetation. Nevertheless nesults

stil-1 give an insight into the processes operating'

Followinganinc:reaseinfirefnequenciesmatune

vegetation is converted to its immature state at a faster rate

than before the change, âs is immature vegetation to grassland'

Figure 5.1 suggests the following sequence of events' Tncreased

firingcausesmatureforesttobeconvertedtoanimmature
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state at a rate faster than immature forest is being remo\¡ed

by di:rect firing. This cannot continue indefinitely and after

ashortperiodthetrendisreversed.Inshortaninitial

increase of immature vegetation occulls foll-owed by a dec:lease

untilthesteadystatetrevefsarereached.Theincreased

firing]-eadsdirectlytoaproductionofalangeamountof

gltassland. This vegetation acts as fuel for succession, which

j-ntimereplenishestheearlylossofvegetationfromthe

intermediate mature states shrubland through to mixed forest '

The long term nesult is that the rainforest p:roportion fa1ls

and grassland proportion rises, both markedly, while Veny

little change occurs to the intermediate (matune and immature)

states.Tntheshorttermthecontentoftheseintermediate

states fluctuates significantly '

The effect of reversing the fire fnequency change is

that grassland is neplaced by rainforest. Figure 5 '2 indicates

the mechanics of this change in the short term' The trends

evident coul-d be forecast from the transition properties of

the fire succession Process

UnitstepSuccessiondistributionswereusedineach

of the above analyses. other succession functions (specifically

3.4.1)givesimifarresultsrasevidencedbyFigure5'3'Here
:tr I

thechoiceoffirefrequenciesÀ..=1.ltrand}=0.55À

with Ertand 4 succession ¿istribltion git'l rtsurtl veny "iiirt"
:'i t

to those obtained using | = 0'9)' and

degenerate succession r'-tt'ltiot'"'
I = 0.5). witn

SOLUTION5.4 FURTHER RESULTS

BY suitablY

properties of LaPlace

FROM THE TIME-DEPENDENT

choosing initiat conditions and

Transforms, first Passage times

usang

and other
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information rnaY be extracted'

Initiallytheanbitnarilysmalllandelementof

the model will be of tYPe

That is

with probabilitY 1

(6(z) is the dirac detta function)

substitution of these initial conditions into 5 ' 3 ' 1 gives

exp{-(ri + s)x} (1 Gr(x)) Pi ( s)

i o

85.

o

(0, s) )

0 vi+ t_ z

a

)o
P (2, o)

I ô (z - 0) i = i ô

0

iP (x, s) +l- t_

i o

(1 iiexp{-(Ài_ + s)x} (r G (x) )

l-=

Theseareusedwiththesetofbóundarrytnansfo:rms(i.e.

tnansforms of equations 5'1'7 - 5'1'13)' By an artificial

selectionofparametersthefollowingtwostatisticsare

obtained.

I Choose io - 1' and Àlo =O' Rainfonest then

becomes an absonbing state. The average time to absorption is
(-
I t Pro (0, t) dt, which gives the mean first Passage time

J

o

fromstateltostatel0.InterrmsofLaplacetnansforrns

(x, t) dt = lim
s+0

(0, t)exp{-st}dt

d Pro (0, s)Lim
s+0

ds

Pr oJ--
o

(-
I t Pro
)
o

This method is infe:rior to that used in the preceding



chapter as onl-y one first passage time may

any cal-culation. The change in absorption

pa:rarnet er À is varied has been obtained

however, and the results are summarized in

86.

be generated in

time when the

by this method'

Figure 5.4.

- O and Lr = æ Now both

and from matur:e scleroPhYll
II

states

forest

Choose i

I and l-0 are

of age zeto.

- 5t Àro

absorbing,
o

P(entering grassl-and befone rainforest)

with

P(entering raì-nforest before grassland)

= lim
t-+-

am
+0

(x, t)dx

(x, s)dxI
S

f 

-r,
)
o

lØns I P,
)
o

O¡

l-im s
s*0

Pro (x, s)dx.

pnobabilities, for Panameters as

Figune 5.4.

specified ' are
These dual

graphed in

These

of the tyPes of

parameter values

Laplace transforms used.

5.5 APPLICATlON OF SUPPLE},IENTARY VARIABLES TO SEMI.

Themethodofsupplementaryvariablesmaybeused

todescribeasemi-Markovprocess""linthismannertime

dependent solutions of this plrocess for general initial

densiti-es can be obtained '

two derivations serve only as illustrations

nesults possible when initial conditions and

are chosen carefully, and the properti es of
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Define

semi-Mankov Process t

then

{Hr,(x)} the corresPonding distnibution

Pij h. . (x)
r_lu. . (x)'rl 5.5.r

p H (x)ij r-l

where aretheimbeddedtnansitionprobabititiesofthe{pij}

I T

m

functions of holding times and

Let

tr'(x) = : u1*(x)
m

h.. (x)
r_l

d (x).Hdx r,l

u1 (x) 
^ 

+ o(A)

P (x, t)
t_

a

P (tnansition occuns an

I x, ¡ * Àl lno tnansition
in Io, xl).

5.5.2

is in state

x)

s.5.3

with
p.d . ( at time t Pl'ocess

and has been for tirne

the following differential equations may be obtained:

(
,ð+-'âx P (x, t) u. (x)'l_

2r..,.h

L

with boundarY equatÍons

a

ãE ) Pi (x, t)

i - 1,

P (0, t)j f-''.
o

-ç
i€s

(x, t) dx I

(x, t) uij (*) dx

j = l12r"'n

î

5.s.4

s.s.s 
It

i€s

and

(SisthestateSpaceofthesemi-Mankovprocess).



Ti me- IndePendent Solution: Steady

be obtained from these equations '

89.

probabilities ma!'

steady state,

vecton a

Now

t

state

Tn the

d
a; P. (x)

I
(x) u (x)

a
P

l-

or P (x) H (x) )
l- l_m tm

which on substitution into the boundany equations gives

= P.(0) (1 - t Pam

P ( 0)j i 
Pk(o¡ Prcj.

P ( 0 ) conresponds to components of the

the probabitity transition matr"ix P

l-ef t

{p

er-gen

ì.

r,l
l

of

o

P (x) P(pnocess in state i in a steadY

state regime )
l_

P. (0) (1 I pr^Hr,n(x ) )
m

dx
l-

P (0) T
r_ma

x h. ,(x) dx - the mean holdíng timé for transition
1m

on normalization this is equivalent to the steady

dx

ó

T

m

D.'r-l

( T
l_m I

o
Upi * m).

state distribution of a semi-Markov pnocess (equation 3'2'3)

Time-Dependent Sol-ution: Again

(x, t),

^define P (xrs) to be the

Laplace transform of tj

the differ"ential equation

l
then transforming $.5.3 gives

P
a
F_dX l

4(x, s) * tj (x, s) (s + P.(x))

= tj (x' o)

which has a sol-uti-on



P (x, s) exp{-sx} (r I o. H. (x)).
^ -lm -lm

m

90.

in state j at
been fon time x

entened state i

p.d. (pnocess

time t and

at time ze?o

l-s

has

it

h
l_m IM

I

Laplace transfonm of

I 1=ì

0 i+j

l

o)
j(0, s) 

)
ð,2

p H (x)
lm jm 5.5.6

In order to obtain time-dependent solutions the

initial density Pi (z' 0) is specified and substituted into

this equation. In turn 5.5.6 is used with boundany equations

4.5.3 to obtain a soluble system of equations in variables

P.
l-

(0, s). The procedure foll-ows exactly that of section 5.3

initiat conditions a1l mass is concentrated at

of a specified state, viz
ô(z) j=i

a 0) 5.5.7ij
0 j+i

In this waY usual

processes ([ 151 '

Define

time-dependent relations of semi-Markov

p 709) may be returned.

P (2,
+Pl

o
I I

m

Fot'

the beginning

P

P (x, t)r-l

\^iith this notation the foll-owing result is observed:

)

P (0, s) + ô*j ))=Ip
m

ml

(s) is the hhkj

ô ij

kj (x)

5.5.8



Pnoof ij

P-.. (x, s) = eXP{-sx} (I- - I Pi*al m J"'

(0, s)

p.d. (enten state j at time t I

initially entened state i )

IM
(z) P (0, t-z) dz

ml

P (0, t)

P
r_l

a (t)ij

nnj (s) (utj ik

(-
.l nt' n

o

T

m

f-trn
o

T

k
(0, z) ptj (t-z) dz 5.5.9

H (x)) (ô

91.

(0, s) )

5.5.11

(0, s)).
5.5.12

AIso

6 ik = D.. h..(t)'tl r-l

h (t) ômj 5.5.10am t-m

on taking tnansforms of 5.5.9 ancl 5.5.10 the nesult follows.

using the initial- condition that all mass at the

beginning of state i , fnom 5.5 ' 6

i n*jnoj (tl

= f,p
m

P..r-l+jm ij

which with transforms of the boundary equations gives

i nn: +P

Define

æ

o

I
o

P(process is in state j
initially ente:red state

(x, t) dx,ij

at time t I

i)

then

a r_l
(s)

P

exp{-st} a r_l
(t) dt
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5.5.L31-L(r-rp
c

D.'lm h l m
(s)) (6

ij

(H ( 0) o vi, i)rl

+
1l

D
r.l

(0, s) )

nrn ûio (s).

(0, s))) (bY

kj (s),

s))) (bY s.s.12

h (s)) (ô
lm jm

i P:<j h

Plt ( o,

l+(1-r
c"m

+X
k

+P

T

m
I(I

S

(6

å.t
U

^

(ô +ik

D.'tm h (s)) (ô
lm r-l

5.5.8
kj

t
k

kj

jn (s)) PiL h (s),ik

kj (s) (by s.s.13

This is identicalty the interval transition pnobabilities as

derived directly by Howard I 11-51 ' P 709) '

Iftheinitialconditionsofsemi-MarkovproceSSeS

are not of the type considered in this section use of

supplementany variables will render possible a time-dependent

solution.Heneinliesthebenefitofusingsupplernentary

vaniables to analyze a semi-Markov process '

(r-rpi*û
m

r
3

a
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CHAPTER 6

VARIABLE FIRE STREAMS

Poisson fire stneams were used in the pneceding

chapters for two reasons. statisti-catly the pnoblems encountered

when estimating parameters made the use of these streams

desirable.Thereisbarelysufficientdataavailableto
estimatethesingleparameterofaPoissonstream,letalone
estimate multipJ-e parameters of sophisticated streams '

statistical considerations aside memonyless streams were used

to maintain the viability of the model - the fire str:eam used

hadtosufferamemorylossateverySuccession.Fontunately
there would seem to be no evidence invalidating the hypothesis

that fires occur randomJ,y in time (with a frequency depending

at most on the vegetation cover) ' In other environments

possson approximations have been justified [ 7 ] , and with

confidence these streams can be used to describe the Tasmanian

firepatterns.Neverthelessthemagnitudeoferrorsincurred

if fire streams are not uniform Poisson should be investigated'

Supposefinesoccurwithadistributionfunctiori

F(x) P(fire occuns before vegetation age x)

with density f(x) = åo F(x). (rn this chapter a fire stream

memorylosswi].lbeforcedattimeofSuccession.Inthe

next the mechanics for nemoving this r^estniction wil-I be

investigated).I/\iithsuccessionthesefiresleadtothe

vegetation age stnucture observed by ecoJ-ogists ' In turn

thisstrructurreisusedtoestimatePoissonfirestreamsand
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parameters of specific succession distributions. In this

way conservationists can obtain a fictitious set of fire

streams with faulty parameter:s (e.g. incorrect fine rates),

but a set that is stil-l consistent with obse:rvation' 'A's the

aim of the model is to determine whethen fine can remove

rainforest fnom a total of one half the region being

considered, faulty fire stream estimates wilI not affect any

conclusions dnawn f:rom the model- '

The aim of this present chapter is to demonstrate

that errors arising from faulty assumptions of the above type

have minimal effect on predicting steady state vegetation

l-evels. This coul-d be expectecl as compensation for ennor is

made when estimating the elîroneous stneams and parameters '

This approach contr:asts that used for investigating the

effect of different succession distributions on steady state

resul-ts ( Section 3 .4 ) . The earl-ier analysis assumed a f ixed

mean succession time L and investigated the effects of

changing the dispersion characteristics of succession' The

clifference between the two approaches can be highlighted

readily. If succession occurs with high variance and mean

succession ti-me L but is assumed to occull with zeTo variance'

the data avail-abl-e woufd be used to estimate the pararneter

of a ze1o variance function. unfortunately the vafues L and

i woul-d differ slightly! An approach similar to that adopted

presently could be applied to the detenmination of enrors

associated with faulty succession hypotheses '

L



6.1 FIRE STREAM PARAMETER ESTIMATION

Although in practice determination of fire

frequenciesandSuccessiontrendsareinseparable,fonthe
present argument the succession function will be assumed'

is

will occur at state age x t

G(x)=P(successionoccursbeforestateagex)

willgiveaworkableapproximationfontheactua}succession

distribution.

Data witl be genenated by a fire stream with

distribution F(x) (defined earlier in this chapter) ' Forr

each state information so obtained will be used, through a

convenient statistic, to infen the single panameten of a

uniform Poisson fire stream Fn(x) = I exp { - trx }

Four statistics are considered'

l. The mean state age at

convenient theoretical statistic

time of firing grves a

determined. (In Practice' as was

fnom which fi::e rates maY be

indicated in ChaPter 3 ' this

to obtain).statistic is extremelY difficult

The densitY that fine

a fire occurs, isgiven that

f (x) (1-G(x) )

95.

That

t@

lrr">
oJ

(l-G(x) ) dx

and the mean state age at time of firing is therefore

0

æ

tf (t) (1-G(t) )dt

æ

f(t) (]-G(t))dt

6 .I.I



ForfiresoccurninginaPoissonst:reamthishasvalue

r+À'ô'(À)Ar(tr) = i

96.

6.r.2
r-Àc(À)

where, âs befonet êc=l is the Laplace transform of G(x)

^land G( À)
d
ãs G(s) l==À

0(t)

,

Ar(tr) is a strictly decneasing function of I

This may be demonstrated by a method paral1el to that used by

lrlinsten t 341 as fol-l-ows:

Define the densitY function

(L-c(t) ) exP{-Àt}
æ

Now, in the fonm of 6 ' l- ' 1

(1-G(t) ) exP{-It}dt

t(1-G(t) ) exP{-It}dt

Ar'(À)

Ar (r)

æ

0

0

0

(1-G(t) ) exp{-rt}dt

Ar(À)isstrictlydecneasingitandonlyifAr'(À)<0

0

_t
)

I

t2 (l-c(t) )exp{-rt}¿t t t ( l-G (t ) )exp{ -rt}dtl'z
æ

0+

-(t-c(t) )expi-Àt]¿t t
- ( 1-c (t ) )exp{ -¡.t}¿tl'

0

æ.@

It'
Jo

o(t)dt + t t o(t)dtl '?

0

= - Var (0(t))

Furthen strict inequality is assured as 0(t) is ê norl-

degenenate density whenever G(t) is non degenerate'
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The statistical mean state age at firing is a

maximum likelihood estimator of A1(À) This' with the

monotonicityofAl(À),forcesthemeanstateageatfiring

to be a sufficient estimator for )' through the function

Ar(À) (t27 l).
time of transition leads to

.)

another

The mean

suffic ient

state age

estimator I Here

at

of

z(x )

Use is made of the

Result

function

æ

def
=

(tnansition occurs at state age x )

f(x) (I-G(x)) + g(x) (I-F(x) ) 6.1.3

p. d.

If the first n centraf moments of a distribution

B(x) (witn density b(x) ) ane finite

f; tn-1 (r-B(t))dtl- tnt-

Jo n
b(t)dt

Proof Integnate the night hand side '

The mean age of a vegetation state at the time of transition is

6.1.4

6.r.5

6.r.6

t z(t)dt (1-F(t) ) (1-G(t) )¿t
0

For a Poisson fire stream this reduces to

Ar(À) (À)

3. These first two parameter estimation methods have

requiredthestateagedistributionoftheentireregionto

be known. The age distribution as obsenved at any time may

itsel-f be used to infer f j-re frequencies. To do this nenewal

theory techniques (t 6l , t 2Bl ) are needed'

f^

r-\l



Forfiresoccurrringinastrreamwithdistribution

F(x), P(observed state age Þ x)

P(observed state age ) x I in interval

observed transition occulls at t (> x) ) p ' d '

( in interval observed transition occulls at

t)dt.
t z(t) dt-_F-

f;

98.

t)
(t)

The

x

æt-x
t ,

as the p.d. (in interval- observed transition occurs at

is proportir:naf to both the length of the time interval

that tnansition occulls at t
and the density ( z (t ) )

normalization constant

E(observed state age)

Now

P(observed state age

Þ x)dx

dt dx

t z(t)dt

k has vafue
æ

t z(t)dt.
0

f;

f;
(6

I (t-x)z(t)
)
x

fi-,1-r(t) )

0

!'
2f; z(t)dt

t zft) dt

(1-G(t) )dt

(r-F(t) ) (l-G(t) )¿t

co

0

6.1.7
co

0

if the first two centnal moments of F and G are finite

(result 6.1.4). For fires occurring in a Poisson stream

6.1-.7 becomes



1+ À2 G'(tr)
t- À c(À)
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6.1.8A3(À)

æ

I
À

which is identicallY equation

occurring in a Poisson stream

state age at time of firing is

state age.

6.r.2.
(and for

That is for

any state)

the mean

fires

the mean

observedequal to

4. The nate of fining in any state may also be obtained

from the pnoportion of times transition from that state is

due to fire. This statistic has value

6.1.9

( EquivaIentlY

succe s s ion

of (t) (l-G(t) )dt

the propontion of times

g(t) (1-F(t) )dt =
0

transition is due to
-f(t) c(t)dt may

f;
be used). Under the assumption of Poisson fire stneams we

have

A'*(À) (À) 6. r.10

Theestimationprocedunesexpoundedinthissection

are used to determine the síze of erlîolls caused by fire stream

assumptions being invaLid'

6.2 VEGETATION AGE DEPENDENT FIRE STREAMS

Asthevegetationoilcontentchangescontinuously

the susceptability of trees to severe fine may alter during

the forest growth cycì-e. This is one factor behind the change

offirer:atealr:eadynotedbetweenirnmatureandmature

vegetati-onstands.Theeffectsovenall'ho\nlever'aremol?e

complex. Jackson [ 1B] notes that in mixed forests trscle::ophyIl

vegetation adds a contagion component so that the resulting

^r-lG
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probabitity function (of fires) is a Polya on Negative

Binomial,'.Ideallyfirestreamsshouldbeexplîessedasa

function of vegetation age'

lrlithafirestrreamgene:ralizedtodependonstate

agerexpressions5.l.6to5.I.]-4become(witnthenotationof

Chapter 5 ) .

Pr(x,t) (Àr(x) + ui(x) ) 6.2.L

whene À.(x)
a

with boundary or imbedded chain equations

- *-)t, (x 
't )(*"

Pr (0.,t)

P. (0.t)
t'

P (0,t)

o ti*t(x't)

æ

0

-r t
J=Ir2r4r6rg J

æ

0
P. (x.t)
l

(x)dxT j 6.2.2

6.2.3

6.2.4

6.2.5

6.2.6

6.2.7

6.2.8

1=2 r9I. . - (x)dx
l-+ rÍ

I

,l-
j=5,7 )o

i-1
T

j=i'z
P, (x,t) p* (x)dx

JJ
i=3r5r10

P (xrt) I. (x)dx
l

Pg(x,t) Às(x)dx

Pe (x,t) us (x)dx

P4(0,t)

P6 (0 rt)

P7(0,t)

l

æ

0

),

P8(0,t) P.(x.t)I u (x)dx

and normalizing or weighting equation

æ

P

T
j=5'7 f;

I
j =1

ol
(xrt)dx = l

l

6.2.9



Solutionofthepantialdifferentialequation6.2.l

in a steadY state regime Yields

P. (x) = P-' (0) (1-F-, (x)) (1-G; (x)) 6'2'10
L -i'-- a -L

and the time-independent equations may be resolved using this

equation.InparticuJ-arinthesteadystateformulationof
Chapter 5.

(*
r-À-, ô.' {r- ) wilr be repl-aced bv 

,J otj t"' 
(r-Gj (x) )dx

lll
6.2.11

( l-F

r,01.

(x) )dx

6.2.L2
À G (À ) byj j fi','"' j
l

and (1-r G )) bYj (À

6.2 .13

Ifeitherthemeantimetofiringontotnansition

isusedasapointestimatonfordetenminingfineratesin

theterminalstatel0therewillbenoerrorintroducedto

steadystateresu]-tsbyassumingaPoissonfinêstream.This

occunsbecausecompone-ntsofthesteactystateequations

involving this state (matune rainforest) are

@

1r l l

(-
J o 

ct-t, r"> I (l-cj (x) )dx
j

@

0

æ

Pro(x) Àro(x)dx Pro(0) f r o (x)dx

Pro(o)

0

æ

Pro(o) (1-Fr o (x) dx0

Pro(0). mean state age at

fining.

and
0

Pr o (x)dx
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For other states the existence of a succession

componentwillcauseerrors.Thesj-zeoftheseerrorsdepends

on the method used to obtain fire stream parameters ' By using

the proportion of times transition is due to fire
æ 

f (t) (l_G(t) )dt) imbedded chain equations of the urriform
0

issonandgenerralizedfinestreammodelsarematched(e.g.

Àn
L

o(x<M

6.2

,f;
the

.11). Alternatively use of the average time to transition

(f-F(x)) (f-G(x))dx) equates the wei hting factons of

se two models (e'g ' 6'2'13)' Of the two methods the first

wiII generalJ-y incur less error ' Small dif ferences l-n

weightingfactorswil]'leadtosma]-]f}uctuationsinsteady

state results as there exists a l-inear relation between the two '

Opposedtothissmalldifferencesinimbeddedequationsmay

be magnified upon inversion of these equations '

Use of obsenved state age

functions on weighting factors '

equates neither irnbedded

Alrthneeprocedurescanbeconsideredreasonableas

any estimate of À for a uniform Poisson stream will lie

withintheboundsoftheparameterfunctionÀ(x)ofthe
generalized stream' That is it Àt * À(x) <

then trø " 
À < Àu' Fon example consider the number of

transitions due to fire. For any function À(x) this number

wilt lie between that predicted by using in turn Àø and Àu'

Asalsothepnoportionoftimesfinecausestransition.isa

strictty increasing function of À ' any estirnate must Iie

within the indicated bounds '

Use of the mean

be pooll. Consider

À (x)

time before fire to estimate tr can

À u x)-Y7
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\^rithMoftheonderofthemeanSuccessiontime.Asl...

incneases more fires will occur, but these will be late in the

state cyc1e. This causes the observed mean tine to firing to

increase as formerly the vegetation would have changed by

Successionwithnofirebeingrecorded.AsAl(l)(the

observed mean time to firing for an environment \^7ith Poisson

fire streams) is a strictly decreasing function of tr t

increased mean time to fining induces estimates of smallen

valuesoflThusanincrreaseofÀ.'..causesapredictionof

an increase in high grade vegetation when in fact there would

be a decrease.

Figure6.lindicatestheorderofmagnitudeoferrors

intnoduced to steady state nesults if the var^ious point

estimation procedur:es are adopted '

6.3 FORMER VEGETATION DEPENDENT FTRE STREAMS

FuelpresentatthetimeofSuccessionintoamature

statedependsuponat]easttheprecedingvegetationcover.

Little debnis wil,1 be present following succession fnom an

immature state, which is in contnast to the large amounts of

litterr and old, dying or dead tnees present at succession from

anothermaturestate.ForthisreaSonexistingmature

vegetation wil-1 have a different severe fire potential for

each path to that state. To take account of this at least two

substateshavetobesubstitutedforeachmaturestate
(Figure 6.2). In the extreme every succession path to a mature

stand could be represented by a distinct substate ' In the case

of rainforest this wou].d lead to five substâtes, aS the

foll-owing Paths exist

f. immature rainforest + mature nainfonest
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2. immature mixed forest -+ mature mixed forest

+ mature rainforest '

3.immaturesclerophyllforest-+maturesclerophyl}
forest + mature mixed forest + mature rainforest '

4. immature scrub + mature scnub + mature

sclerophyll forest -+ mature mixed forest + mature

rainforest '

5. grassland -+ mature scnub + mature scterophyll

forest-+maturemixedforest.+maturenainforest.

ThepracticalconSiderationprohibitingsuchanaction

isthedifficuttyofestimatingallparametersfromthescant

data availabl-e '

The emors causecl by ignoring former vegetation

dependenceparall.elthoseencounteredintheprevioussection.

Table6.3givessteadystateequationsfonamaturevegetation

spli-t into two substates ' Using the proportion of times

transitionoccurSthroughfiretoestimateasingleparameter

again causes the j-mbedded equations of both variable and

PoissonfirestreammodeÌstomatch;useofthemeantimeto

transition matches the normarizing factons of the models '

Table6.4givesanindicationofthemagnitudeoferrorswhen

firestreamdependenceonpreviousstatesisignoned.

state l-0 emons wil-l not be introduced by usLng

stream to appnoximate the general stream' For

imbedded equations of both model-s are identical

+

For

a Poisson fire

this state the

(Tabl-e 6.3) as

Pro(0) Pl o
(0) Pt o

2
(0)



Fire Frequencv Independent

P ( o) k
( o)

of Pnevious States Fine Frequencv Dependent on Previous States

r
o

P

f-

J eoC"l (l-Fo(x) ) dx

0

Pil ( 0)

P

P (0) B¡(x) (1-F"(x)) dx
t_

k

( 0) P ( 0)i-1 B1_1(x) (1'.Ft-r(x)) dx+P i-r ( 0) E: 'r (x)
a-f

( I.F (x) ) dxi-1

P (o) (0) ( 1-G (x) ) dxi-r l_ l_

æ

I iz

(*
J rr<x)
o

P P_. . (o)
,L-I

-D

æ

0

(x)

(0) f (x) (1-G (x) ) dx
a1 0 i1 a

+P (0) f (x) (I-c. (x) ) dx
L2 0 L2

æ

co

L

r P.(0) (1-F, (x) (I-G (x) ) dx
j+i l_ 0 l

æ

(0 )
0

( 1-F j (l-c. (x) ) dxlj

@

+P (o- r ( 1-F (x) ) (r-c. (x) ) dxir ir t_

+P (o) ( 1-F (x) ) ( I-G (x) ) dxiz a

TP
j+i

+P (0. ) ( 1-F (x) ) (l-G (x) ) dx 1
0 t- aa

0

f,
-f_I

TABLE 6.3
as indicated.

Comparison of steadY state
Fori-315and10 k

lz

equations for state i fon conditions
= i-2, for i=B k=5

Ho{
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).s Àa
I

Rainfonest
Proportion

Às

0.003
0.00310
0.003r3
0.00311
0.00304
0.00295

Predicted
Rainforest
Pnoportion

0.5333
0.5303
0.5293
0.5300
0.5320
0.53s0

Predicted
Rainforest
Pnoportion

Predicted
Rainforest
Proportion

À8 Às

0.003
0.035
0. 004

0.0045
0.005
0.0055

2

0.003
0.0025
0.002
0.001_5

0.001
0.0005

0.5333
0.5304
0.5295
0.5305
0.5329
0.5365

0.003
0.00312
0.00318
0.00322
0.0032+
0.00324

0.5333
0.5300
0.s278
0.5265
0.5259
0.5259

0.003
0.003r-3

0.00325
0.00327
0.00350
0.00365

0.5333
0.5294
0.5256
0.5218
0.5179
0.5127

TABLE 6.4 Estimated single fire frequency ).s and steady state rainforest pr"oportions

when state 8 (mature mixed forest) has a Poisson fire stream with parameters depending on

the l-ast occupied state. For other states the fire stream j-s Poisson \^Iith lit = 0.6 Ài_

and succession degenerate \dj-th Li t = Li. Substate B 1 is entered by succession from

mature sclenophyll forest.- Bz by succession froin immatune mixed forest. Às is obtained

by using the statistics

A. proportion of times tnansition due to fine
B. mean time befone transition
C. mean observed vegetation age

to estimate single fire fnequency.

P
O
-¡
È



- physicallY the

to the number of

entered. Also

number of times

times substates

state 10 is

l0r and l0z

IOB.

entered is ecual

together are

Pl o
( o)

Pr o ( o)

relative frequencY of

and
Pr o ( o)

entry into substates I0¡ and 102'

Pt o
( 0)

2

give the

Therefore

Pr o ( 0). mean time befone fire in state 10

Pl o
( 0). mean time befone fine in substate 10r

{ Pr o ( 0). mean tirne before fire in substate 102
2

and the normalizing equations are also equated.

If fire streams for states with Succession depend on

either or both vegetation age and fonmen vegetation cover the

results would suggest that the best method of estimating a

single poisson stream (witn parameter I ) is to use as a

statistic the proportion of times transition is due to fire '

This statistic nequires no information giving the actual

occurrence times of fires - any information containing this

quantity would seem only to harm estimates. For matune rain-

forests (a state from which no succession is possible) no

erl:ors to steady state nesults will- occur by naking these fire

stream approximations as long as the mean time to firing

(equivalentty to tnansition) is used as a statistic to determine

À For this state use of the quantity - pnoportion of

transitions due to fire - is inapplicable '

It couÌd be assumed that if fire str:eams do depend on

vegetation age (that is have a variable fire r:ate À(x)) tne

difference between the minimum and maximum nate of firing would
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be 1ow. Likewise if there is dependence of fining on the

former vegetation coveu this would only be of second onder.

Under these cincumstances steady-state nesul-ts will diffen only

manginally from those obtained by assuming a Poisson fine

stneam depending only on the vegetation type of each state.

To detenmine the sj-ze of any ernotls due to dismissing

the dependence of severe fining on the time to pneceding fires

a .model incorponating this factor must be developed. For

this an extna supplementary variable the time to last fining

must be included.
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CHAPTER 7

SEVERE / NON-SEVERE FIRES

Fuel- for any fire consists of timber, foliage and

debris. If this debris is deposited continuously by

vegetation, and the probability of severe firing may depend on

the time to the last burn as well- as on the vegetation cover.

If the dependence of firing on the time to the preceding burn

cannot be dismissed as being of second order the fine Stream

cannot be assumed to undergo a memory l-oss at time of succession.

In this instance construction of a model with a fire stream

dependence on the time to the previous burn is necessary.

The severity of fi:re is detenmined not by intensity

but by effect. A fj_re is described as sevelre only if it

removes totally or kil-ls all vegetation. Tn this way a fire

in grassland must be severe wher.eas many higher intensity fires

in mature fonests will- remove onl-y the foliage and litter and

hence be ter-med non-sevel1e. If the severe fire stneam is

dependent on the time to the pneceding bunn, it witt almost

centainly be caused by a dependence on the litten pr^esent.

This forces non-severe fires to be consj.dered when developing

a model to describe this general fire stream'

As non-severe fires alre being considered for the

first time some preliminany results alîe obtained.

SEVERE FIRE RATE

Considen a single state

possibì-e and in which fires occur

with panameter À Define

from which no succession is

in a uniform Poisson stream



S(y) - P (fire is severe I it foll-ows a fine
free period of y years )

(S(y) wil-t be referued to as the severe fire pnobability

function). Occurnence of a severe fire will initialize the

system. Let

rj{x) (jth fire occurs at x , all non severe)

("-y) ¡,e-ÀY (r-s(y)) dy

p.d

x

t rr'

(1-S(x))

s+).
(1-S(x)) 

1

Ir1.

7 .1.I

rl

Po -y-I

where p.d. infers a pnobability density.

At this stage a supplementany notation is adopted

J (B(x)) will denote al-so the Laplace transform of a real
S

function B(x). Vüith this notation

(s) P (s) ¡ .c (1-S(x))P j

jP

I
o

P

j-1 s+).

but

gavfng

Let

oll

Now

0. (x)'l

j (s)

Pr(s) = À Js+¡

j(s)

= p.d. (finst sevene fine is the j
occurs at x )

(s) I r (S(x))

th which

tj_r(x-y) À exp{-Ày} s(y) dY

a 1 s+À
7 .r.2

j

l

r, (p.d. (first severe fire occurs at x))
S

a (x) )(¡
j=1S

! j

À"c s+À

À"c (S(x))s+l

æ

(S(x)) I
j=o

Irr

e + 
^ 

ls+À(S(x))
s+À

s+À
(1-S(x)) l

7.I.3
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The average time between severe fires A(À) is therefore

A(À) d r, (p.d. first severe fine occuns at x))ds ò

7.r.4
(S(x))

Let
0

o
(x)

Iim
s+o

I
J.

x<T
S

total-

severe

which

firing

fir^es.

r_ncrease

7.r.5

( ), ) causes

ForT>0
ofÀ

fires

J--exp {-y(x-T)} x Þ T

That is

cannot

for time T years following each burn severe fire

occur. After thj-s peniod there is an exponential

decrease in the probabitity that a fire will- be non-severe.

exp{-sT} I
ò

giving an average time between sevelle fires

A (À) expiÀTÌ
o

"c, (So(x) ) ( 1\

-t

s+y J

(* . +)

For T=0 an increase in the r:ate of

a decrease in the mean time between

there is, as expected, a value above

causes an increase of the mean time

(Figure 7.1).

between sevene

S^(x) has practical shontcomings. Thene is a very
o

small- period, if anv, over which severe fines can be assumed

not to occur. Fon this reason the val-ue T shoul-d be smal-l

(probably zero). At the other" extreme So(x) assumes that

aften a sufficiently long peniod the next bur:n will be severe.

There will- always exist conditions forcing fires to be non-

severe and thenefore there should always be a non zero
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o y<T
1-exp{-0. o5 (y-T) } y >- T

={s(y)



probability that fire will- not be totally destructive. Al-so

the rapid incnease of probability of severe fi::e at the point

x - T is unlikely. Intuitively we expect the first derivative

to be non-negative and the second non-positive. Tn attenpting

to improve So(x) choose

lr4.

with

trme

T¡r-e

the

Sr(x)

Under these conditions

A1(À)

AlternativetY ' use of

k (r-exp{-y*} ) 0 < k 4 J-: Y 0

+)l(*.
kz-kr

kr + x 0 < x 4 T, 0<krck2<1
TSg(x)

gives A3(À)

Kl xÞ T

t
kz-kr

kr À + (1-exp{-ÀT} )

with increase of I

T being inrelevant.

T

Both

with

functions

the choice

A2(À) and A3(À) decrease

of parametens kr kr, kz and

P (fire occurs

p (l-p)

af ter a f ine f:ree period of j Years )

j-1 J> I o<p<t 
7.1.6

)

The preceding continuous formulation corresponds

the methods of previous chapter"s. Howeven when the mean

between fires is only a few yeans seasonal effects can no

longen be ignored and a discnete analysis is appropniate.

analogue of the negative exponential in discnete time is

geometric distnibution, and for a discrete model'

10

S. = p (after a fine f:ree period of j yeans a fine is
land



generating function

(b) bm
m l"l< I

0

tt5.

7 .I.7

severe), j

Define the

+g^

o

ù
æ

T

m=o
æ

for a sequence b with b
m m=o

b =].
m m

The average time between severe fires

d P(severe fine occuns at Yean Y ) sl
ds

is then

I
p' s{r-p) (s)

æ(r
j =o

)

Ip

vJhen the discrete analogies of the severe fire

pnobability functions considered in the continuous formulation

atîe used with this fonmula, the mean time between severe fires

is a monotone decreasing function of the parameter P

used by themselves the nesults of this section should

sound a warning to ecologists who believe that fires should be

al-lowed to occur more frequently. Although such a policy has

sevenal desirable effects on flora conservation (e'g' control

of invading species) it is invalid to assume that as rnost fires

are neduced in intensity the long term hanm of fines wil} also

be neduced.

7.2 DERIVATION OF A SEVERE/NON-SEVERE FIRE MODEL

Vùeassumethattheprobabilitythatanyfirewillbe

total-ty destructive, wilI depend on the time to the pneceding

burn. The vegetation system wittr this fine stream is modelted

by incorponating into the analysis both severe and non-severe

fires.



An immedj-ate assumption is made. Non-severe fires

occurring shortly before succession is due wiLl cause any

saplings of the succeeding vegetation to be destroyed' Any

resulting delay caused to succession witt be neglected' The

nagnitude of the delay has not been documented but the moclel

could be extended to include any delay function if in fact the

delay is not insignificant '

The vegetation system with a severe/non-sevene fire

stream is model-led using the methods of chapter 5 r but wi-th a

second supplementary variabl-e being included to desc::ibe the

occuruence pattenn of f ires. Although equations i-ncorporating

a time variable may be derived, this is not done as only steady-

state results are sought '

116.

density

has

y years.

À.
l-

fnee

fine

Define Pi (x, y) to be the joint probability

that in a steady-state regime vegetation is of type i )

been fon time x , and that the time to the last fine is

Fires occulî in a uniform Poisson stream with parameter

depending, only on the state of vegetation ' Let

s(y) - p (a fire is severe I it fol-lows a fire
period of Y Years )

and N(y) = p (a fire is non-severe I it follows a

fnee Period of Y Yeans)

which gives N(Y) + S(y) = l

As befone u. (x)
'l-

81(x )
where G. (x) is the) aI-G. (x)

I

distribution that densitY would

r^rere no fi-res, and 91(x) = åt

!'lithin any state i

occur: at time x if there

G. (x).
t_

o(^)) (1 - u1(x)

^ 
+ o(A) )

P. (x ¡ A, y + A) P.
l_

(1 - ÀiA +
a

(x, y)
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(
a + a

ãt )
P (x, y) P (x, y) ur(x) )(À. +or

where J1
a

and may be

comment.

P (0, Y)I

L
(x, 0)

'/-Z P

P (x, y) dy

(x, y)

ãx l_

-aj e,.¡ r

a t_

( c. f. Section 5 . 1 )

Thnee phenomena - succession, Severe and non-Severe fire

will_ cause a discontinuity of the process. The boundany

equations corresponding to these events are

J
(x, y) u¡(x) dxP

æ

o

T

1.2.L

7 .2.2

7 .2.3

7 .2.)

7.2,5

l_

æ

o

P

and tÆ- P,
1

(0, o)

I o 
'6_Íl

-L)

j=t o

and J rí

obtained

_ajeJ z

T

^

o

P

ææ

l

S (y) dydxj j

wittr normalization

1

æ

o

pj (x, Y) dY dx

are subsets ot

from Table 2.I

the vegetation state space

Equation 7 .2.\ deserves

. (0, o) A - P ( process
(0, o)

is in state i between
and (4, 

^) 
)

T (
t

all x intenvals
length A

P (x, y) 
^2

I
all y intervals

length A

a
I e,J z

(r u

l

(x) 
^ 

+ o(A) ) (I
^ 

+ o(À) ) S(y)j )l

The line y = x (on to which the Process falls wheneven a

severe fire occurs Figure 7.2) is oblique to the two axes
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fire and succession for a mature immature state pair'

The Y axis gives the time to the last fire' the X axis

the time to the last succession. Transitions aTe given

fromarbitrarypointsàintheimmatureandbinthe
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( 1) severe fire
(2) succession
( 3) non-severe fire
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x and y , and as the probability that x = y

equal to the area of the negion under Pi (x,

factor must be incorporated. (By re-defining

density P: (x, Y) along Y=x as

lim
x+V

whereas

P (*=*"' lstate i)

(x, y) +

P

P (x, y)

rr9.

numerica Ì ìy

a weighting

probability

density while

density.

y) yielCs

fS

x)

the

P (x, x)
l_

this factor maY be

integr"ation across

7.2

but

^-Þd-r ( pnoce s s

(x+4,
AS l-n

X+
state i between (x, x) and

A) )

removed. Such definition woufd require

the XY plane to be also re-defined).

As can be observed from the boundary equations 7 .2,2

4 the density function" Pi (x, y) alîe not continuous

are of different dimensions along y=x As a result

P lim
x+y + II

and neither is equal to

discontj-nui-tY is that

P (x=y lstate i) = P (in

l--'ã

(y, y) The reason for^ this
t-

steady state
since state i

P. (x.
1'

wr-LI ( tn

tnansition has occurred
entered by severe fire)

no

was

=Q

along y=x of

off this line

Integrating

(x, x) dx

y) will- have l-ineal

general) have areal

the function Pi (x,

f- n'-
o

>0

= f-n'-
o

P (in the steady state vegetation of tyPe I'

is of age exactlY x )

(x, v) dv

Point s

points

through



(v-
I P.
)r
o

f- n'
o

(x, y) dx

x Þ o, y )-

cosines of

l:1: - P(À

plane x=y

the three

(*, y) + xr7 P (", x) +
l_

(x, y) dx

r20.

this expression is of

the pantial differential

of this function.

Iines parallel to

direction 7 .2,L may be

a cunve in the

P space. The dinection

in the ratio
pa:ralIel to the

sum of squar?es of

dx

(*
)
y+

P
a

and each term on the right hand side of

the same dimension.

P-: (", y) is incongruous with
t

equation 7.2.L which assumes continuity

Howeven, this equation was derived along

y=x and if sofutions are sought in this

used. Deleting subscriPts

d
( ãy

where P

p 146 )

d

)F=-p(Àr.p(x))

q
I

+
âx

P (x,y) This has an auxiliany equation ([ 25],

dx dP

-p(À + p(x) )1

The auxiliary

P>0

any point on

+ p(x) ) and

(dY=dx*Y

equation

pontion of

defines

c) As the

to unity

0 x, Vr

al?esuch a curve

so specify cunves

=x+
direction cosines add

cos 0 -p (À + p(x) )

2 + p2 (). + ¡r(x) )'

P(À + y(x) )or

( The

This

tan rì =

rñ

rel-ation between 0 and n is given by

gives the slope of P at any Point (x,

Figure 7.3).

y) in the



rzl*.

p

I

I
I 0

p (x.y) \

x=y

FIGURE 7 3 Relation between the angles 0 and rì for
derivation of solution of partial differentiat equation

7 .2.1,

v

p

-> l=Y

x

ff

FIGURE 7.4 Graphical representation of P' (x,y)
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direction x=y The pantial dj-f ferential equation 7 '2 'I

when considered along Lines parallel to y=x is equivalent to

the ordinary differential equation afong these Iines with

slopes at anY Point tarr n

d
d-t 0 (x)

gaves

The

ô(x)

y-x> 0

(À + p(x) )

where $ (x )

P

where tn

change in

Similarly

P

P(x, x + c) )

The solution as

Q (x) þ (o) exp{ u(x) ) ¿x ]

This equation, in the x=y, P plane, may be transformed to

x, y¡ P space bY

dtÌ

-tX
- I I rr +

'/z L

l-
(x, x + c ) P (0, x) exp{-li"

a

enters the exponential- term to compensate the

lineal distance of integration.

X

I
(x, x) = Pi (0, o) expi-Ài* ui(t) dt]I

o

tX

J urrt>
o

c*v(-
I ur(tl dt]
c

P

Equation 7 .2.I

(y .r c: y) = Pi (cr 0) exp{-ÀiY

therefore has a general solution

i (0, y-x) exp{-lrx} (t-Gt(x) )

(0, o) exp{-Àtx}

(x-y, 0) exp{-}..

a

P

P

P

x<y

P (x, y) x=

x>y

y 7 .2.6
l_ a

t-

Figure 7.

density Pi (x, Y)

1-Gi ( x-y )

a pictonial- ueplresentation of the

value at any Point maY be exPressed

4



in terms of either Pi ( 0 
'

white boundarY equations 7

Pi (x, 0) to be exPressed

set of boundarY equations

to derive the solution.

V), Pi (0, 0) or Pi (x,

.2 .2 and 7 .2 . 3 all-ow Pi

in terms of Pi (0, 0)

and normal-izing equation

123 .

0) )

(0, y) and

The third

may be used

In orden that the methods of solution of this system

be demonstrated a three state model is used. Derivations of

equations for the ten vegetation state model follow analogouslY,

and only the final equations witl- be quoted in the text.

/.J SOLUTION TO THE THREE STATE MODEL

Avegetationsystemoftwofevelsisproposed.The

level-s correspond to 1ow and high gr-ade vegetation, with the

l-atter being classified as either mature or immature ' The

three states are numerically ordered and have probability

densities as indicated in Figune 7.5. Succession causes both

state 1 and state 2 vegetation to be neplaced by state 3

vegetation. Sevene fire results in state 3 vegetation being

replaced by state 2 vegetation, and state 2 by state 1

vegetation. Non-severe fires and sevel?e fines in state I do

not induce a change of state '

ImmediatelY

and

as respectivelY

nor state 3 bY

P. (x. v) =I

P¡ (x' x) =

states t and

severe fire.

o x<y

0

2 cannot

\¡Je will

aôI;L

be enter-ed

assume also

7.3.1

1.3.2

by succession,

that

7.3.3Pz (x, y) -o x>y

as timber in an immature state will not be sufficiently robust
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v vY

State I

Low grade
vegetat ton

State 2

I mmature
high grade

St ate

hig
Ll

L2

FIGURE 7.5 States and regions of lineal and areal density

for three state mode1. Shaded regions give non-zero areal

density, and the regions of lineal density are indicated

by the unbroken diagonal lines'

xx
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to wi'thstand anY fire

Functions G. (x) and St(V) are chosen

G. (x)
t_

U(x

e (y)
a

Along Y=1¡ in states

L.) \ Lz
].

exp{-yi y}

(x, y) Nr (y) À r

Nr(x) lr

a Lr , L¡ =

; Yí > 0 '
_'-l a
!-!)L

xÌ x ( Li

x > L.
l_

Õ

-f i=1r3
and

P¡ (x, 0)

(0, o) exp{-À.

Pl (x, x) 7.3.4

For state i=l the r^esuft of a non-severe burn is detenmined

by the boundarY equations

f"-',
o

dy + :E Pt (x, x).

x(Lr

trr P¡ (x-y'o) exP{-(Ài + yr )Y] dY

0

4 trz xE P1 (0, o) exP{-(Àr + Yr)x}
x(Lr
x>L¡

x-
f
o

By allowing

transform of

tnansformed:

temporanilY Ll à æ

Pi (x, 0)

and defining the LaPlace

(x, 0) the convolution maY beAS P.
l_

Àr (s, 0) trr tE P1 (0, o)
+

P

Pl (s, 0)
s * Àr + Yl s t Àr + Yr

or

with sol-ution

Ê, (s, o)
Àr tE Pr (0, o)

s t Yl

Pr (x, 0) ).r JT P r ( 0, 0) exP{- Yrx}



This solution can be readily verified to satisfy

the original truncated equation. Therefone with x > y in

state 1 the following relation exists:

À¡ tD Pr (0,0) exp{-Yr x- Y(trr

y<

L26.

Yr ) )

x(Lr
7.3.5

x>L¡

for Ps (x, y) in

State 3 may be enter'ed bY

P¡ (x, Y)

It remains

terms of

successLon

P3 (0, y)

As Pr(x, Y)

as unit step

æ

+ P

y+

=Qforx<
functions are

0

only to find an exPllession

Pr (0, 0) and Pz (Q, O¡

fnom the othen two states

f 
u-r.

)t
o

T

j=r 12

{ (x, y) u¡(x) ¿x * 18 Pi (Y, Y) '
u¡ (v)

j (x, y) ui(x) ¿x i

(x, y) = Q for x * Y and

we have

Y , Pz

used,

Pr (Lr, Y) Y a Lt Y * Lz

Pg (0, Y)

giving

0

tD Pz (Lz, Lz) ô ( 0) 1 Pr (Lr , Lz) Y=Lz

tE pr (Lr, Lr) ô(o) L¡

;' Lr

L¡

ô(o) a ÀrtE P¡{0, o).

-lrLz-trsx)
Y-x=L2 a Lt

ô(0) y-x - L1

Yt'Lt

v

v

tr¡ ,E Pr (0, o)

x(),g-Àr+Yr) Ì

'tr p2 (0, o) exp{'\zLz-trgx}

exp{ -Y r (Lr -Lz )

ø Pr (0, o) exp{-ÀrLr-À3x}

exp{-YrLr-Y(Àr-Yr ) O <y-x

0

Ps (x, Y)
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(Thene are two negions of linea1 density in P3 (x, y)

at y x=Lr and y-x-Lz -causedby'zenovaniance

succession between states ).

Pe (x,0) satisfies

=T
o

x- x*Lz_
(

trsNs(y)dy + | Pg
);*

P3 (xr 0) P3 (x, y)

+ tE P t (x, x+Lz ) ),3N3 (x+L2 )

+ rD Pe (x, x+Lr) À3Ns(x+Lr)

which has a solution

Ps (x, 0) = Ystrg exP{-Ygx} ,E

(x, y) ),gNs(y) dY

(x, y) À¡Ng(y) dY

x*L, -
- T;,

x+Lz +

L

í=l.12
P (o, o) a

I t_

whene

ri = h (ôi,r ri exp{-Yil,i}
1 -exp{-Li( ri-y. +y 3 ) }

Ài_-yi_ + y¡

a exp{-Li(Yr+Ài)} )

Hence

P3 (x, y) = Ysls exP{-Y¡x- Y(Às-Yg) } L\tr
í=L 12

(0, o ) "iP.I

Equations

density functions

Pr (0, 0) and Pz

7.3.7

7.3.1 7 .3.7 a1low anY Point of the

Pi (x, y) to be expnessed as functions of

(0, 0) . A nelation between these two

quantities may be denived by considening either of the two

boundany equations fon severe fine. From the first



['
)
o

x-

o

LzB.

7.3.8

'E Pr (0, 0) = Pr (*, Y) l,rSr (x) dYdx

Li

o

+JT P1 (x, x) ),rSr(x) dx

Lz

o

+ 18 Pz (x, x) ÀzSz(x) dx (Sz(x)=1)

gr-vr-ng

Pz (0, o) = Pr (0, o) L¡ exp{-YrLr} Yr exP {-lrlr}

(trr-vr ) (1-exP{-¡.rl,r} )

Equation 7.3.8 can also be obtained by considening the severe

fire path for Pz (0, 0) , narnelY

tE P, (0, o) (x, y) À¡Sg(Y) dY dx

The probability Qi of being in state i in a

steady state negime is given bY

Qr
(x, y) dx dY

Yr
)- rD Pt (0, o) Àr (r-exp{-yrLr }) (I:exp{-IrLr }) 7.3.9

Yt trr

Qz = tE P, (0, o) I-exP{-¡'rl'.} 7. 3. 10

Àz

f-r,
o

Í-
o

f 

-r,

o
r
o

( Àr - Yr )

Qc T

i-=I r2
rÆ er{ o, o)(a, * ôi,1* exp{ -y r Lr }-exP{ -r r Lr }

Àr - Yr

7.3.11

and Qr + Q, + Qs = f

TheSeverefirepnobabilityfunctionS'(x)hasthe

disadvantagesoutlinedinSectionT.l.Fonstate3'f:rom

* +. exp{-rili} )
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which no succession is possible, the function Ss (x) coulcl

be amended to Ss(x) = I - k exp{-Ysx} ; 0 < k < L, allowing

the possibility of non-sevelre fire no matter how long the

time between fires. Altering S3(x) does not affect the

pnoportions of lowen state vegetation nelative to each other

(c.f. 7.3. B, 7.3.9 and 7.3.10), and only Qs need to be ne-

eval-uated.

(This result can be angued physically. Any pnobability

descending fnom state 3 goes into state 2 at the point

x = y = o and suffers a memory loss. In the steady-state

l-he probabitity fl-ux into state 3 balances the flux out of

state 3 . Thenefone, for the steady state ' thè distnibution of

probability in the l-owen states woul-d be unaltered if state 3

\^/elre at some instant isolated and the probabitity that would

have formerly gone to state 3 being transferned dinectly to

state 2 at x = y = Q. The mass of probability in this new

closed system would be less than one. As probability flows

are proportional to the probability masses in the states, the

distnibution of probability amongst the two states in the

reduced system is independent of the total pnobability in that

system).

The methods used in developing the model of this

section are carried thnough to the Severe-non-severe fire

extension of .Jacksonts vegetation modef '

7.4 TASMANIAN RAINFOREST REGION MODEL

The possibility of non-severe fining can be negJ-ected

in most states of the ten vegetation state model. As

vegetation is frail immature states as well as gnass-shnubland

will- be subjected only to severe bu::ns. Alt fines in nain-
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forests are also severe aS conifers ane not fire rresistant '

OnJ-y matune eucalypt vegetation is both robust and fire

resistant which causes, i. a bunn, many pockets of vegetation

to be singed but not killed. In the present model non-severe

fires are introduced to both mature eucalypt scrub and

sclerophyll forest states. (It is assumed that fire in mixed

forests will be severe. These forests contain conifers which

bu::n more slowly hence causing fires to be more destr"uctive'

However, if sections of fires in this vegetation al?e not sevene

it will be the eucalypts alone that wil'l- survive and the

vegetation wil-1 be converted to scJ-enophyll fonest ' The model

could be amended, by the methods used hene, to incl-ude this

possibilitY. )

S.(v) = 1 -
I

Functions G. (x)

exp{-v1v};Y1>o;

) and

ane used. This latter

finite length

non-severe bunn at any

2.3 the densitY

(0, o) ; i - 1, 2

grasstand).
(@ (-

I I P_. (x, y)
J)Ioo

Àt Lt

= U(x-L,
l-

-aE- JtJ

have

a

function is acceptable as both states

assuring a positive probability of a

fire.

Fnom boundany equations 7 '2'2 and 7 '

at any poi-nt may be exPressed in terms of Pi

416 and 9 (which are the immatune states and

Proportions Qi of each vegetation type (Qi =

dy dx

Using

Q=
I

) are obtained in APPendix B

the definitions

set of states from which

sequence of successions
i may be entered through a

alone

Ss {r,2,+} etc )Sg {t,z}

t
ke path
without

tj,i)
loops

E i,i exP
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(E r,u = exp{-lrLr ÀsLg) Eurro exp{-trqL,* ÀsLs treLa,t etc)

and for

a
I ra

K.I ra

M

T

ke path t j,i)
without loops

L:.

F

I ra exp{-ys -j rg}

exp{-ys a ]+Ej a f :a J:b

tr3 exp{-L3 (yr-lg )}-exp{-YsLs} K.lr a

Ys + À¡ Yg

(o; o,) t_ I)Z)416 and 9the following nelations between P

are obtained.
l_

,D pr (0, o) L\E
j es r o

(0, o ) (l-exp{-À LjP

)

j

j,3

Ì)

+ trgKi,3'

l

{z p, (0, o)

tD p* (0, o)

L {TP
jes, j ( 0, 0) ( (I-exp{-I3Ls}) E

(exp{-¡,rl,r} exp{-ysLg } )

Àg Y¡

t tDP
jes t l

(0,0) trsK

(0, o) (<r-""p{-ÀuLu}tj, u 
* \ "j,u .

\

(exp{-l,ut , } exp{-yuL5 } )

)
+

L \ÆP
jess j

Às Ys

lr u l-exp{-(v ¡-À g )Lg } (t-exp{-trsLs } )

Ys Às

(o, o) (l-exp{-laLs} ) E i'8 +
lt/î p5 (0, o) t, \n

jest
P

L\DP
jass j (0,. 0) r M i '8

1-exp{-(tu -Às)Ls} (I:êxpt=Às.Le } ) +
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E\Æ
j es g

I-exp{-(vg-À¡)L¡} (1-exp{-leLa} )

Y¡ Às

(0, o) E i ,10,Dpg (0, o)

+ E \ÆP
jeSs

Propo:rtions Qi alîe

P (0, 0)À3 K
l lr8

L \/2P
jesro l

( o, o) ÀuMj -: -^ 1-exp{-(Vs-Às)Ls}-r-ln

Ys - Às

+t
jess

Õ ,l ( o, o) 
^,*j,ro

1-exp1-(Tr -trs )Ls )

Y¡ l¡

a Õ ,i ( 0, 0) 1-exp{-f tl. } i=I¡2 '4'6'9I

L \EP
jesa

(0, o) E

T
l_

Qs

(0, o) 1-exp{-Àut r} 1 Às M

+ Às

[-y t

K i r3 Ij

1-exp{-ygLe}
Ys

Qs

+

L \/TP
jeSu j I rb

E i '5

1-exp { -y u 1,. }

Ys

)\5

l-exp{-ÀsLs}
)

L \nP
jess j

Às

(0, 0) trgK i'3 l-exp{-(ys-À g )Ls } I-exp{-Ls Ls }

Ys- 3 Às

Qz tD p. ( 0, 0 ) exp{-ÀsLs } l-exp{-ÀzLz }
X7

Qs = tE pø (0, 0)
Às

lo

tE pg (0, o) Qi\'
L

i=1
Qro

Àro

with 1



If pararneters Y: and Y s

bound all fires become severe

that of the original model-.

equations reduce to

In these

0.'1

(0, o) E

1??

are increased without

process degenerates to

circumstances the above

and the

rn (0, 0) l-exp{-r.1.} i=I,2,4,6,9

I
1

1-exp{-rrlt} i=3,5,7,8,10

P.
l_

0.'l- TP

identical to

depend only

J ra
À

the steady state

on the variables

equations of Chapter 5,

r,(O), i=Ir2r4,6 and I

jjeS
I

a

which ane

neduced to

Resul-ts Non-severe fines ane all-owed in state 3 (matune scnub).

The effect of vanying the total fine rate ),3 fo:r a spectrum

of val-ues Ys is ill-ustrated by Figune 7.6. The two extnemes

y s = o and æ give respectively al-Ì on no non-severe fires.

lrlith all non-sevene fires the steady-state probabil-ity of each

vegetation type is independent of the total fine rate. At

ys = 0.005 (at which vafue a fine foltowing a bneak of 100 years

will- be severe with pnobability 0.4) only a ma::ginal decnease

of rainforest occurs as the fire frequency incneases withOut

l-imit. At about Y¡ = 0.02 (that is aften I00 yeans fire is

sevene with pnobabiì-ity at l-east 0.87) tnis decnease becomes

manked (again Figure 7.6 ) .

This supports the conclusion from section 7.I that an

increase of total firing will- cause an increase of the number

of severe fires and hence a decrease in rainforest, Emphasis

is now placed on determining the effect on r:esults of ignoring

non-sevene fires when determining a severe fine str:eam.
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p

0.6

o.L

0.2

I¡= o

0-0 0

0.01

0.0

r +o
3

A
/.0 80 120

FIGURE 7.6 Probability (p) of nainfonest as the average

time between total fi::ing (A) is neduced while the

pnobability that any fine is severe is given by

S(y)=f-exPi-vsYÌ

Succession degenerate.

0
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Instate3allfinesoccurinaPoissonstreamwith

parameterÀa.Inanenvironmentofze]^osuccessionafire

is seve¡e with pnobability l-exp{-yry} (y - time to last fir:ing);

the average time between these severe fires witl be t + I
)'g Ys

(c.f. Section 7.1). The reciprocal of this time is used to

arameter Àt" of a Severe-fire Poisson stream, and

the effect of varying À a and Y s while maintaining a constant

?ts

value À'- is inCicated by Figune 7 '7 '

Differencesbetweenresultsforthemodelswithand

without non-severe fir"es are caused by tnuncation of both ends

of the f ire occllrrence distribution functions ' \¡Ihen deriving

the severe fire statistics in section 7 'l a fire was assumed to

haveoccurrredattimezero,butarequisiteforSuccessioninto

state 3 is a fire fnee peniod of eithen Lr or L2 yeans' If

aPoissonSevenefinestneamisusedthistimelagwillbeof

noconsequence.Hovlever:whennon-Severefiresareallowedthe

severe fire stream wilr no longer be memoryress and the first

firewillbeSeve]]ewithhigherprobabilitythanprredicted.

hlith y s large nearly a1I f ires will be sevelle and hence memory-

less. As Y¡ decreases the initiat (forced) fire fnee period

willhaveincreasingeffect.Thisexplainsthedipin
probability of rainforest in Figure 7'7 as Ys is reduced

froml.0.AfteraperiodofLgyearswithoutSeverefire

vegetationsucceedsfromstate3andthetailoftheSevere

fineoccu]]rencedistnibutionwillnevenbeused.ForVery
small vafues of Y s (which requires fires to be burning almost

continuously! ) much information affecting the mean time between

Severefireswillbestoredinthisunusedtail.Theresu}t

is seen in the behaviour of the graphs in Figure 7 '7 6 ) at

Yg = 0.01'
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A (years)
1 (a)

5

10

50

100

0. 54

0. 50

0.¿6

T 3

1.0 0.5

p

0.1 0.05 0.02 0o10.2

(b)

@

o

0-0 5 0'02 0
r30.2 0.1 11.0 0'5

FIGURE 7.7 The total fire rate ).s is maintained at (100)

while the Parameter Y s of the severe fine pnobability function

is reduced from l-.0 to 0.01. The r^esul-ting mean time between

severe fires (A = 100 - +^) is given in (a)
Ys

Curves of (b) give the steady state pnobability of nainforest

by using
(1)
(2)
(3)

generalízeò non-severe fire modeL

severe fine model with parameten estimate ¡,t ("ee text)
-1

severe fire model- with severe fine nate (100)
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As discussed in chapter 6 fire cannot be divorced from

succession. Any estimate made by an observe:r must necessariiy

depend on succession patterns. The pnoportion of times

transition \^Ias due to fire pnoved to be the most netiable

statistic from which to estimate a severe fire stream Parametel?'

and this quantity is used hene to determine the effect of

allowing non-severe f i:res.

As befone (and deleting subscripts )

(x) (]-G(x) ) dxP (transition due to fire)

fs

wher:e f.. (x) is the inten Severe fine time density fnom 7.L.3

ÀJ (S(x) )r, (f (x) ) s+À
S

s+À

f*'
o

S +Àf (S(x) )s+l

This assumed a fine at time zero.

succession in state 2 entrY into

period of exactlY twentY Yeans.

severle with pnobabilitY S(x) '

N

V,lith zero variance

state3nequiresafine
The first fine will not

fnee

be

ù (x)

The method used in Section 7.I

used again. l^lith the notation

results can be obtained.

Fon non-severe fires

but

l-exp{-V(x + 20)}

to

of

derive equation 7.1.3 is

that chapten the following

ÀJ

), "c

s+À
N(t- S (x) )

j-1

j =1

j=1

i. <">l (t- S(x) ) P (s) j > l-

For severe fines

s+),

ÀJ N
s+À

(S (x) )

ô j >1j (s)
tJ s+À

(S(x) ) P j-1 (s)



Therefore

T (p.d. (first severe fire occurs at x ) )
D

. (s)
l

r38.

(S(x) ) t' (r-sN(x) )s+l

t aj=t

(sN(x) ) + À2 r,
s+À

I
(s+À) (s+y+À)

=Àf s+L

S +trf (S(x) )s+Lsrl

l- - exp{-y*} and S (x) I exp{-y(x + 20) }

y + (s+l) (1-exp{-zoy}) + Àyexp{-zov}

Nwhich for S(x)

( )
s+À

Therefone, on taking inverse Laplace transfonms,

p. d. ( f irst sevelre f ire occulrs at x )

À exp{-fx} + À exp{-zo1} (v exp{-yx} À exp{-Àx} )

À-y

Now for state 3 with G(x) = {J (x - L)

P (transition is due to fire)

1 (exp{-lx} + Àexp{-zoy} (expi-yL}-exp{-ÀL}))

rL '.I r^t"l
J
o

(L-.'
I r' exp{-À'x}
)
o

À-y

Assuming a uniform Poisson fine stream with parameten À
f

we have

P (tnansition due to fine) dx

= I exp{-ltx}
I

and I I can be estimated from these l-ast two formulae.

+
Fnom Figure 7 .6 the estimate À' and an assumption

that sevelle fines occur in a Poisson stneam give acceptable
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results. For values of Y ¡ that might occur in practrce

(e.g. if total fires occur on average no molle than every eighty

years then y Þ 0.05) the error introduced by ignoring non-

severe fires is of second order. (The maximum difference

between actual vegetation levels and those pnedicted by

assuming a Poisson sevelle fire stream is approximately three

per cent (Figune 7.6)' This occuras at Ys = 0'013' which

requires all fires to occur: on average eveny twenty thnee years '

It is untikely that fines wil-l occur this frequently in scrub

vegetation of the Tasmanian r:egion) '

As in chapten 6 the appnoach of using a Poisson fire

stream and a fire rate depending on at most the vegetation type

when fire stneams depend on more factors would aPpean not to

inval-idate any results olr conclusions '
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CHAPTER B

00 NCLUSION

Two paralle} mathematical- systems have been useo to

analyse the fire/vegetation interactions ' The time-independent

resultsofthebasicmodel(ttratjsthemodelwherefire

streams are Poisson with a uniform fire rate within any state)

\^rere obtained by using the properties of semi-Mankov processes '

Time-dependent results and steady state results of the

extendedmodelsusedsupplementaryvaniabletechniques.

Although, âs hras illustrated in Chapter 5 ' a semi-Mankov

process can be described by a general probablistic model

using supplementary variables' these two methods have been

used separately and independently in this thesi-s '

Without simpì-ification the vegetation system

describedbyJacksonformsasemi-Markovprocess'thus

allowing the use of the theory of this plrocess to develop

nesults. The outstanding feature of semi-Markov processes is

theVerycloseresemblancebetweenitstheonyandthatof

Markovchains.lr]hendevelopingsteadystatenesuftsand

certain tine-dependent relations the methods (and resufts) of

both systems coruespond velly closely' One area where this

correspondence has not been exhibited is in the development

ofmatricesgivingfirstpassagetimestatistics.Resu}ts

fromMarkovchaintheoryareobtaineddinectlybyusinga
,rfundamental matrix of Markov chainstt, a method which contrasts

shanplytheuseofgenenal¡ zeð'inver:sesforsemi-Markov

processes.Moneoverthecomp}exformulaegeneratedfor

momentsoffirstpassagetimesinthelattercasecanbeonly
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observed to be generalizations of the Markov chaj-n resul-ts

by careful substitution of relevant matnices '

ThemethoddeveJ-opedhereforobtainingfirst

passage time moments of semi-Mankov processes parall-els

dinectly the classical method for Mar"kov chains ' As a finst

step a general-ization of the fundamental matrix was sought

and found, and the liberty has been taken of calling this the

',fundamentat matrix of semi-Markov processest'' The similarity

between the properties of this invertible matrix and the Mankov

chain equivalent is remarkable. once developed this ne\^i

matrix leads dinectly to the first moment matrix of first

passage times. \^/ith an appropriate extension of notation the

form of this matrix is identical to that for Markov chains '

Aformofequalsirnplicityhasnotbeenfoundfor

the second moment matrix, al-though the equation derived is

preferable to that obtained using genenalized inverses '

IntelligentguessingcouldVerywel]'yieldanothermätrix

relation, the use of which would enabLe an even simpler form

of this second moment to be obtained '

Semi-Markovprocessescanbeusedalsotoobtain

time-dependent results. using this theony initialty vegetation

would have to be of one type and of one age' (In fact this

coul-d be extended to ínclude othen initial conditions) ' A

molle general appnoach, using supplementany variables and the

structuneofthevegetationsystem,hasbeenchosen.One

advantage of this second method is that anbitnary initiat

conditions may be used dir-ectly. This aside, the supplementany

variable approach uses fire fnequencies and conditional

succession densities, without having to rely on intenmediate
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hotding time distributions being constructed'

Two supplementary variables have to be used for the

analysis of the extended vegetation modef with fire stream

dependence on the time to the last burn. The equations to be

solved are therefore compounded and even the steady state

sol-ution is difficutt to obtain in practice. The analysis of

the model is made more difficutt by the dual dimensions of

the vegetation age pnobability density function - this function

is of areal- density, but contains discontinuities of lineal

density.

Laplacetransforms\^/ereusedinasupportingnole

throughout this thesis. In chapter 3 they uTere used to

sì_mplify expressions but l-ater in Chapten 5 solutions in a

tnansfonm domain only could be obtained. To obtain time

domain resul-ts numenical invension of transfonrns hTas nequired'

As wel] as these two uses, the pnopeT'ties of Laplace tr:ansforms

wel?e used frequently to obtain specific results. Besides the

use of cl-assical propenties two othen nesults had to be

developed.

To pnove in Chapter 3 that of all possible

succession distributions the unit step pr:edicted, with the

basic steady state model, a minimum nainforest level-t the

.following 
nesul-t was needed'

Fon X a random vaniable with distnibution function

G(x) and with mean E(X) = |

L (c(x) ) > r' (U(x-L) ) for s :real- and positive,
S

with equalitY holding onlY

The proof of this assertion

for G(x) = U(x=L).

nelied upon the nelation
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E(X) (1-G(x) ) dx

The second result was more genenal. In chapter 6

before showing that the statistical mean vegetation age at

fining was a sufficient estimator for the fire rate À , it

was necessany to show that the theoreticat vegetation age at

firing was a decreasing function of I This was achieved by

showing that (rcstated slightly) for any non-negative and non-

zeîo function f(x)

r, (f(x) )
fors>0

J= (f(x) )

is a strictJ-y increasing function of x The proof relied

the fact that the first derivative of this expression could

expnessed as the vaniance of anothen random function'

Rel'iance on Laplace transfonm theory occunred

because a continuous time model was developed. As the times

between fires are large seasonal effects can be neglected and

a continuous model- can therefore describe adequately the fíre/

vegetation intenactions of the Tasmanian region' In other'

environments where fires may occur more fnequently seasonal

effectsmaybesignificant.Insuchcasesadiscretemodel

should be used. For discrete models the Laplace tnansform is

neplaced by the generating function, both for conveniently

representingequationsandfonderivingtime.dependentand

certain time-independent nesults. The corresPondence between

Laplacetransfonmsandgeneratingfunctionswouldallowa
discrete model to be developed along Iines similar to those of

the continuous time model '

@

I
)

d
ds S

on

be
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An analysis of the vegetation of many parts of the

world where regular prescribed bunning is not attempted has

shown that very often fire occurrence pattenns are best

described by Poisson distributions. This is irrespective of

the climatic conditions prevailing or of the principle causes

of fine. In the Tasmanian negion, as there is no evidence

to the contrary, fires could be assumed also to occur

randomly in time.

However funthen assumptions have been made in this

thesis. The severe fire stream, as distinct from the total

fire stream, has been assumed Poisson wj-th funther the nate

of firing depending sol-e1y on the vegetation cover. The use

of a model with these assumptions has to be justified before

results are used to reach useful- conclusions. Justification

is attempted using zero variance succession functions.

Thnee factors at l-east will have an effect on the

fire stream. The oil content of vegetation changes with tree

age and the potential fon severe fining will therefore change

during a vegetation cycle. Also the severe fire potential

will depend on the former vegetation cover. A matune forest

will be more pnone to fire if the former coven was matune

than if immatune because of the langer amounts of debnis in

the former instance. A thind factor- is that the probability

of sevene fire will depend on the time to the preceding burn'

The intensity of fire wil-] be determined by the amount of

fotiage and litter pnesent, whj-ch will be neduced by non-

severe f ire. From statistical observations it is impossibl-e

to te]l which, if anY, of these thnee fire stream extensions

is of first onder magnitude and should thenefore be included

in the mode1. The approach has been to assume that dependence

of the fine stneam on each extension is insignificant ' (The
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alternative-constructionofamodelwithafirestream

incorporating the three factors outlined - is I'ess tractable '

Reasonableestimatesoftheextranumberofparameterswould

be impossible to obtain, and added to this the structure of

the model, woul-d be hidden by the intricacies of fire streams) '

Litt].eislostbyassumingasimplifiedfirestream

rnodel. parameters can only be estimated from data generated

by the vegetation. Tf, in any state' fires occur in a

stream described by one of the extensions, data genenated by

this stream wil-l be used to estimate the single parameter of

a uniform Poisson stream. By suitably choosing the technique

of parameter estimation the differences between steady-state

nesultspredictedbyamodelincorporatingageneralstream

and those from the sirnplified stream witl be smal-l' lrJhere

applicabletheparametersofthesimptifiedfirestreams

should be estimated from the statistic giving the propontion

of time transition from a state is due to fire' A1I information

concenning the points of occurrence of a fire should be

neglected âsr if used, this information tends only to harm

panameter estimates.

Thethreeextensionsofthebasicfinestreamf¡,ere

treatedindividually,andseparatelytheycanbeneglected

withoutsignificantlyweakeningresults.TheSamebehaviour

is assumed fon combinations of these fir^e stream extensions '

In particular j-f in any state the sevelre fine nate depends

significantly on former vegetation cover, vegetation age and

onthetimetothepnecedingburn,thisstneamcanbeused

to estimate a Poisson fine stream with uniform fire r-ate with

veny littl-e error being introduced '
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ThechoiceofSuccessiondistnibutionsa]-sowou].o

appeartohavelittleeffectonresults.Untikefirestreajns'

succession chanacteristics may be gauged directly from

observation. By noting the vegetation age when succession

occursthisProcesscanbeimmediatelyclassifiedaSbeing

of low or high variance, although the fire rate has to be

knownbeforethemeantimetoSuccessioncanbedetermined.

IftheSuccessiondistributionhasafixedmeanandfinite

variance steady-state results of the basic model change only

marginally.Similarresultscou]-dber:easonablyexpectedin

each of the extension methods '

Therationa]-ebehindtheaboveanalysiswasaneed

tojustifytheapplicabilityofsteady-stateresultsofa
poisson fire stream/ zero variance succession model' Atthough

impossibl-etopnoverigorously'itwoutdseemunlikelythat

errorsintheassumptionsoffirestreamorSuccessionform

coulddestroytheaccuracyofresultsfromthebasicmodel.

As long as the documented interactions of the region are valid

andparametershavebeenestimatedconnectlysteady-state

results shoul-d nefrect the long tenm behaviour of the

vegetation in Tasmanian rainforest region'

Thefirstnesu].tevidentfromthisthesisisthat

Jacksonr s revolutionary vegetation/fine hypothesis would

apPeanconrect.Jacksonassentedthattheneasonatotalof

one-halfthenegioncarriedvegetationotherthanrainforest

wastheoccurrenceofoccasionalwildandextremelySeVere

fines that ravage the vegetation. Pneviously the assumption

\^TaSthatfactorsofsoil,moistureandlandslopesintenacted

toprohibittheestablishmentofrainforestfrommuchofthe

region.Giventhevegetation/fireinteraetionsobserved
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through the region and the values of fire and successiurn

parameters as estimated by Jackson, nearly al-l- rainfot'est

would be removed. Although levels pnedicted by the model

divenge greatly from observed l-evels at least the severity

of the effect fire has on vegetation has been demonst::ated.

The model- itsetf almost certainly pnovides the

best method of estimating Palrameters. The time dependent

results suggest that vegetation level-s rnrill- change velry

slowly after panameter changes. This being the case the

Ievels observed will be veny similan to those existing a

century ago when the system ülas in a steady-state. The steady

state model can be used thenefore to predict parameten values

existing at that time. Thene alle disaOvantages in this

method. The val-ues obtained \^/ill not be those operating

today. (Present val-ues cannot be obtained by a statistical

analysis as par:ameter values ane estimated from vegetation

characteristics). Besides out of date val-ues the steady-

state resufts cannot give absol-ute values of fire fnequencies

or succession means. There is a infinite number of parameter

combinations that would lead to the same, or very similar,

steady state resul-ts. However after the nelative values of

fire fnequencies have been detenmined by direct analysis

(assuming that succession means can be obtained nelatively

accuratefy) the steady state model can be used to scafe

results.

Tn this manner a century ago the (effective) severe

fine frequencies woul-d have been sixty pencent of those

estimated by Jackson, if his estimates of mean succession

times are correct. At these values the nainfonest proportion
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i s ve nV s;usceptibl e to lire . A change in the magnitude of

fire frequencies of up to fifty percent would cause an alrnost

identical- change, aJ-though in different directions' to the

steady state rainforest proportion. That is a fire frequency

increase of twenty percent wil-l cause a twenty pencent

decrease of (steady state) rainforest'

Time-dependentresultsarelesssatisfactoryin

several ways. unl-ike steady state resul-ts thene can be no

general equating or pnobabilities and vegetation levels.

Further thene has not been the same examination of the effect

on results of altering fire streams. Nevertheless it would

appear that changes of vegetation l-evel due to parameter changes

would occur only slowly. Following an instantaneous change

of fire frequencies several centuries could pass befone the

vegetation change is significant, although the steady state

change could be considerable. This gives 'uoom fon ecologists

to manoeuvre if their ultimate aim is to reduce fi:re

fnequencies. (changes to the system are assumed only to be

possibl-e by altering fire fnequencies. To al-ter succession

tnends would nequire artificiat planting of species throughout

the area, and the inaccessabitity of most of the region wouLd

prohibit this ) .

The practical l-esson is obvious. In the absence of

substantial cleaning oll logging, Pfesent nainfonest IeveIs

can be expected to maintain themsel-ves for some gener:ations '

Longer term maintenance of these fevels will, however, require

planning to ensure that fire fnequencies do not increase '
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APPENDIX A

NUMERICAL INVERSION OF LAPLACE TRANSFORMS

Bell-man et a] [ 2] tist a series of numerical

techniques for inverting Laplace transforms. In any

application the physical propenties of the transform and its

inverse determine the technique that should be used.

Define the LaPlace tnansfonm Pair

exp{-st} dt, Re{s} > o 4.1F(s)

f(t) l-
ñ

.6

I rt.l
)
(,

a*i-

I
a-1æ

and

fn the context of Section 5.3 f(t) gives the probability

that vegetation wil-l be of a specified type at time t.

That is f (t) is a real function (4.3),

and

This gives lrfsll < exp{-st} dt

= l_/s

In panticul-ar F(s) wj-ll have no

half complex Plane (4.4)

singularities in the right

o

(J

F(s) exp{st} ds A.2

4.5

inversion

f(t) is

to

conditions 4.3 and 4.4 al10w the use of a convenient

method introduced by Dubner and Abate t 9l . As

a real- function the transfonm pain A.f , A.2 reduce

(-
Re (F(s) ) = | f(t) exp{-at} cos wt dt

)
o

o

?
1T

with f(t) exp{-at}
æ

Re(F(s) ) cos ws ds 4.6
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whene

Then f(t) 
=

s - a + iw, a > 0

2ex {at } Re (F(a) ) +l_

2

æ

I
k=1

with an er?nor

E

Re(F(a + kIIi) , cos
T

exp{-2aTn} I r (2nT

4.7

Re(F(a+klli) )-r

KIIt
T

whene the panameter T is

I^lith T )- 2t,nu.* (

+ t) + exp{2at} f(2nT t) I 4.8

chosen anbitnanily.

t_--- is the langest point used
max

æ

I
n=1

in the time domain) ttris errolr can be made anbitranily small

by suitable choise of a. In the pnesent case where f(t) is

bounded above by unity the el?nor is of onder exp{-aTi In

pnactice series 4.7 is tnuncated adding further erroll. This

ennon wil-t be of the onden of the term at truncation.

The invense Laplãce transfor'm is given by

I n
L

k=1
f(t) _ 2 exp{aT}

T
Re(F(a) ) +

2
u

cos KITtT
4.9

where

L exp{-aT} + 2 exp{aT}
T

Re(F(a + nIIi) )_T

and T > 2t*u.*, with

is negligible.

a and n chosen so that the eruon E

The efficiency of the procedure is demonstnated

by exampÌe. To obtain a solution for^ the pnopontion of

rainforest duning the first thousand yealrs (f = 2000) aften

an instant change of fine frequencies from lr = 0.6)' to

Àr - 0.851 (vtz Figune 4.1), the panameten a is chosen

to be 0. 04. This gives a basic enllon of the onden
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exp{-aT} = exp{-B} 
= 

0.0003. Two hundred points along the

line Re(s) = 0.04 in the complex plane are used and thê

compounded ennon f:rom tnuncating at this point is approximately

0.002. The invension values so obtained will be correct

to two decimal places.

Fon the vegetation model computation of each

tnansfor-m point F(s) takeS appnoximately 0.05 seconds

(C.D.C. 6400) which pnohibits eithen incneasing t____max

signifieantly or impnoving accunacy beyond two decimal

places. In either casen if extensions Ane requinedr'Velly

many more tnansform points would have to be obtained.
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APPENDIX B

DERTVATION OF E UATIONS FOR THE TEN STATE SEV /NON-

In any state i fines occulr in a Poisson stream

with a nate Ài. Fines wilt be severle with pnobability

Sr(v) = l-exp{-vivi ; Y' > 0 (and non-severe with

pnobability Nr(V) = l-Si(y) ) wher^e y gives the time to

the preceding fine. Furthen ze?o vaniance succession is

assumed - that is G i(x) = U(x-Lt) '

Define Pi (x, y) = prob. dens. (vegetation in steady state
is of tYPe i , has been fon time x,
and the last fire occurr"ed y yeans ago)

Equation 7.2.6 gives

Pi (0, y-x) exP{-rtx} 0(x<y
x(L

l_

x=y¡ x ( LiP (x, y)
a

Pi (o', o) exP{-Àtx}

states and grasslands can only be ente:red

Fon these states

(0', o) exp{-Ài*} x=Y, X ( Li'

i=1r2r4r6r9
otherwise

Pi (x-y, 0) exp{-Itv} 0(y.*(Li

0 x>L
a

characteristics of the Tasmanian vegetation permit non-

sevel?e fires to be negiected in aII but states i=1 and 3

(nespectively matune scrub and matune sclenophyll fonest'

Figune Bl gives the resulting negions of lineal and aniel

density for the ten-state sYStem'

Immatune

by sevel?e fines.

l_
P (x, y)

P
l_
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and for immature mixed fonest state II (state 7)

15 4.

into and

lineal

P5 ( 0, o) exp{-ÀoLe À7xÌ Y=x*Le x ( Lz

Ze'no- vaniance

through mature states

density (Figune Br ).

otherwise

fnom these states

funthen negions of

P7 (x, y)

and

succes saon

will cause

lje t l-ne

0

as a fire free peniod of L5 years must occul- in state 6 t

befone entny into state 7.

(viz Ss =

Atso define fon j e

E exp{Yri

states from which state i may

thnough a sequence of successions

Ì)

S.
1

set of al-l
be entened
alone.

{

S

Lrz 14 \ ) Sto = { r1214r6r9

l_

T

ke path t j,i)
without loops

Àk Lx]

J ra
a

0

L

ke path I j,i )
without loops

Lt

(víz Et,s = exP{-trrLr trsLs] , ê¡r:lo = L,r+Ls+Le)

With this notation regions of linea1 density caused

succession (on senies of successions) following the

of a severe fire will have densitY

by

occuruence

P. (0, o) exp{-Àtx}l
i=3r5rBr10; y=x+a¡ riiI ra

x(L je
l_l-

x
l_

S

L

Pr (x,y ) =

Non-sevene fining 1S

E

penmitted in state 3 ' and hence



P3 (x, y), y < x I^7iI1 have non-zero areal density' In

panticular

+ tD P3 (x, x+Lr) Às N3 (x+Lr)

+ ,/î Pa (x, x+Lz ) Às N3 (x+Lz ) x ( Ls

x¡Ls
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(0, o) K x(L¡j,3

xrLr

f*rr,*, y) ),g Ns(y) dy

o

0

using the method intnoduced in section 7.2 this has

s ol, r.¡t i-on

P3 (xr 0)

Ps (x, 0)

where

P
(3)

a
(x, y)

tr s exp{-Y sx} LtEP
jess l

0

K.l tj,, exP{-Yg .j,g}
L

Therefore for- x > Y in state 3

lg exp{-ysx-y(À3-Y3)} L\trzP
jess

(0, o),l

,3
K.l

P3 (x, y)
y<x(Lr

0 x ¡ Lr

The component of aneal density in states i=5rB

and 10 due to succession fnom this negion is:

À¡ exp{-(yr-Às)-a,i (y-x) (Às-y3)) ,xI
l_

=(
L \nP

jeSs

a-r:l

j ts ri.-Ls < Y-x
< tsri ; x ( L

L

whene ajrn = -1rk

(0, o) Ki,i

x
t_

l-
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Similarty bY defining
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y < x , and negions of areal

succession fnom this region of

exp{-ys -j,u} * Às exp{-Ls (y a-\¡ ) }-exP{-vsL. } )Ki ,i
Ys I Às Y¡

j a j'r

the areal densitY Ps (x,

density trtu) (*, Y) due

state 5 are resPectivelY

y),

to

Ps (x, Y)

and

(s) (x, y)=
l_

(Às-ys)) t \EP
jeSs

(0, o) M

Às exp{-Ysx-Y(Às-"f s ) }

0

Às

I
jeSu

'n tj (0, o) *i,, Y < x ( Ls

x>Ls

(y-x)'exp{-(yu-Às)t5,i Ài* -

j l:1
P

0

i=8r10 ; tsri-I,s < Y-x ' tsri ; x ( L'

x > L.
l-

Every point of the density functions P

i=1r 2)... )IO has been expllessed as linean functions

Pi ( 0, 0), i=1 r 2 r4 r 6and 9 ' For examPle

i (x, Y),

of

Pr(0, 0) exp{-Àet} Er,e Y

P2(0, 0) exP{-Àex} Ez,a Y

x*Lr*Ls+Ls,
x{Le

= x*Lz+La+Ls )

x(La

P4(0, 0) exP{-Àax} Eu,a Y

x+Ls +Lz

= ¡*la *15 ,

x(La

P5 (0, 0) exp{-trex} Es , e Y

x(Ls
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Ps (x, y) Àg exp{-(yr-trs) t ¡,a Àex (y-x) '
().g-ys)] L\nP

jes.

T
jesro

(0, o) Kj j 
'B

L5<y-xaLa+LsrX(La

otherwise

The first foun components represent regions of lineal

density, and the next two r^egions of aneal density. To

express the first foun components also as regions of aneal

density they shoul-d be scaled by a facton .,Æ OtOl (where

ô (x) is the delta dirac function)

Boundany equations fon sevene fines may be used to

obtain a relation between the value" Pi (û, 0), i=lrZ)4)6

and 9. For example a severe fire in an immatu:re state

(except 7) will lead to cneation of grassland

0

trs exp{-(yu-Às)tsra

(Às-ys)) L \n P:
jess l

o<y-x<

- Àex

(0, o) M

(y-x).

i '8
Lsrx(Ls

Pi (x, y) Ài Si(y) dy dxtE P1 (0, o)

Using

t
i=1r2r4r6rg r

o
r
o

this gÍves

Similanly

equations

S. (v)
l--

tÆ pr (0, o)

1

l_

exp{-yiy} ti>o )

other^wise

Ø rj (0, o) (1-exp{-À,

i = 3r5

L.Ìl )

for entry into states i=2r4r6 and 9 the following

ane denived
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tD Pz (0, o)

\tr P¡+ (0, o)

L\nP
jess j

(0, o) ( ( 1-expi -À a Ls ] )L\/TP
jest l I

I

I

E 1 l's Ki '3 i,3 t

(exp{-trrl,r} exp{-ysL¡.})
)

Às Yg

L\nP
jess

( (r-exp{-trsLs } ) '(0, o)l
E + ),s M i '5j 5

(exp{-tr u Lu } -exp{-vrLs } ) +
)

Às Ys

(0, 0) Às K 1-exp{-(vs-Às )Ls }j's ,

Ys Àg

(r exp{-À sLs i )

ttr Ps (0, o)

,E Pg (0, 0)

L trL
jeSt

E'EP
jess

P (o, o) (I-exp{-laLs}) E j 
'8

(0, o) Às M i'8 *

(o,o) ).¡ K

(0, o) E i '10

l

l+

+

1-exp{-(vs,trs )Ls } (t-exp{-lale } )

Ys Às

l, \Æ
j es, i,B'

1-exp{ - (v s-À g ) Ls } ( 1-exp{ -À s Lo } )

Ys À3

P.l

f, \Æ
jesr o

P l

\'
L

jess 'n tj (0, o) Às M

1-exp{-(vs-trs )Ls }

+

Ys ¿ Às

i '10
t
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+ t
leS.

l

À3

Àr-Ys

\ry tj (0, o) Às "j,ro,
I-exp{-(y3-À3)L3}

Ys - À3

These five equations form a linearly dependent set r. and any

one may be omitted. The quantities Pi (0, 0) are scaled

thnough use of the nor^malizing equation. In the steady

state proportions of each vegetation type are

Qi (x, y) dy dx

Therefone

f- P.
)L
o

r
o

Qi Prø (0, o) 1-exp{-Ài L

À

i=1r2r416 and I

+

+

]
l_ l_

l_

Qz = \n Pe (0, 0) exp{-treLe i 1-exp{-lzt'z}

Àz

Qs

Qs

L '/-2jess
P (0,

À3

I-exp{-y¡Ls}

Yg

l-exp{-¡,rlr }
)

),g

(0, or[t,,5 1-exP{-ÀsLu}

i,5 (

Às

l-exp{-yuLu}

, 1-exp{-¡,rl,r}

Ys

o, [':,

,3 (K.l

L \trP
jess j

Às M

Às-Ys

- I-exp{-lst u}
)

l,s
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Qg \n Ps (o, o)

À6

Qro ttr Pg (0,0.)

Àro

\^Ihere Qi

Qe

t10
T

i=1

The vafues Qa and Qro arise as (fon Qe)

r
o

æ

r
o

Ps (x, y) dy dx

Ps (x, y) ÀaSs(y) dy dx

,ñ P7 (0, o ).

t.
T

I
À

o
r
oI

I
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